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December 8, 1971

�o the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

GENTLEMEN: —ln compliance with the joint order, Senate,
No. 1266 of 1971, the Legislative Research Council submits here-
with a report prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau rela-
tive to unemployment insurance coverage for public employees of
the commonwealth and its political subdivisions.

The Legislative Research Bureau is restricted by statute to
“statistical research and fact-finding”. Hence, this report contains
only factual materials without recommendations or legislative pro-
posals by that Bureau. It does not necessarily reflect the opinions
of the undersigned members of the Legislative Research Council.

Respectfully submitted,

SEN. JOSEPH D. WARD of Worcester
Chairman

REP. JOSEPH B. WALSH of Boston
House Chairman

SEN. ANDREA F. NUCIFORO of Berkshire
SEN. JOHN F. PARKER of Bristol
SEN. FRED LAMSON of Middlesex
REP. CHARLES F. FLAHERTY, Jr.

£
* of Cambridge

REP. ROBERT B. AMBLER of Weymouth
REP. JOHN F. COFFEY of West Springfield
REP. SIDNEY Q. CURTISS of Sheffield
REP. HARRISON CHADWICK of Winchester
REP. JAMES A. ADAMS of Westfield
REP. WILLIAM H. RYAN of Haverhill

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council:
GENTLEMEN: Senate Order, No. 1226 of 1971 directed the

Legislative Research Council to make a study and investigation
relative to the feasibility of providing unemployment insurance
benefits for public employees of the commonwealth and its political
subdivisions.

The Legislative Research Bureau submits herewith a report in
accordance with the above order. Its scope and content have been
restricted to statistical and fact-finding data without recommenda-
tions.

The preparation of this report was the primary responsibility
of Charles L. Shea of the Bureau staff.

Respectfully submitted,

DANIEL M. O’SULLIVAN,

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL

Director, Legislative Research Bureau
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Origin and Scope of Study
Joint order, Senate, No. 1266 of 1971, directed the Legislative

Research Council to study the feasibility of making public em-
ployees of the Commonwealth and its political subdivisions eligible
to receive unemployment compensation benefits. Senator Samuel
Harmon of Boston, sponsor of the order, is concerned with the
fact that almost 60,000 state employees and close to 190,000 em-
ployees of its political subdivisions must depend on public welfare
or veterans’ benefits if involuntarily laid off.

While there are many programs to assist the unemployed, this
report limits its discussion to unemployment insurance (UI). Ap-
proximate costs to the Commonwealth are estimated based on
limited data available from other jurisdictions and experience in
the private sector in Massachusetts.

Historical Development

Foreign Developments. The concept of unemployment insurance
dates from the middle of the Nineteenth Century when trade un-
ions and mutual benefit and fraternal societies, through the as-
sessment of dues, established funds to help members who were

St of work. The first governmental activity on this score was in
e form of a subsidy to these societies in order to provide supple-

mental benefits. By the early 19305, 11 countries had established
programs of this type.

England, in 1911, initiated the first national compulsory system.
By 1931, almost all workers were covered and rigid controls rela-
tive to contributions and size and duration of payments had been
imposed.

Qlfyr (Uommmnupaltb of fHaaßarhusptts

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

SUMMARY OF REPORT
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Until the mid 19305, private plans covered less than 200,000 em-
ployees in the United States, a negligible amount of the total work
force.

Initial Slate Proposals. Although the adoption of some form of
unemployment insurance was recommended by the American As-
sociation for Labor Legislation in 1914, and bills modeled on Brit-
ish law were hied in Massachusetts (1916) and New York (1921),
this new social concept stirred little support. A Wisconsin proposal ■'

in 1921, however, did arouse interest. It was based on the state’s
workmen’s compensation statute and called for employers to fi-
nance the plan based on their respective unemployment experience
rating. Passage came 10 years later, the effective date being de-
layed until 1936.

In 1935, six other states followed Wisconsin’s lead and enacted
legislation in this area (Calif., Mass., N.H., N.Y., Utah and Wash.).
By July of 1937, all states had enacted laws and by July 1939 every
state was paying benefits to unemployed workers.
Federal Activity

Social Security Act. Discussions, studies and congressional hear-
ings prior to 1934 evinced little support for an unemployment in-
surance program at the federal level. But the depression, with 11
million out of work, most state relief programs broken down and
federal programs proving ineffective, focused attention on the need
for some sort of unemployment financial assistance. Hence, after
considerable debate relative to coverage, funding and payments,
Congress passed the Social Security Act in 1935, Title HI and
Title IX of which constituted the charter for a new program of
unemployment insurance.

Basically the Act provided for (1) a federal tax on employers,
90% of which could be credited against state tax payments, (2)
funding of administrative costs by the federal government, (8Vv
safeguards with respect to the financial stability of the system
and (4) requirements for state laws designed to prevent the pro-
gram from being used as a wage depressant or union movement
weakener.

Constitutionality. As soon as unemployment taxes become pay-
able, the validity of the Act was tested in several courts. The most
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significant decision was rendered by the U.S. Supreme Court on
May 24, 1937 (Carmichael, Attorney General of Alabama v. South-
ern Coal and Coke Co., 301 U. S. 495). In its finding, the court

found that federal and state laws were compatible to constitutional
guarantees, a public purpose was being served, no coercion was
used by the federal government to compel states to establish a UI
urogram and the exclusion of certain classes of employees from

'Average was reasonable, if hardship with respect to administra-
tion or costs developed.

Miscellaneous Amendments, Since its inception, UI has been
amended through the years to meet the changing times, and new
concepts have been incorporated in the program.

In 1937, the U.S. Employment Service which had been estab-
lished in 1933 was coordinated with unemployment insurance func-
tions. Through this coordination it was hoped that jobs would be
more readily found, thus making benefits unnecessary. Railroad
employees coverage was transferred from the states to a new fed-
eral insurance program administered by the Railroad Retirement
Board.

Special provisions were enacted to provide financial assistance
to both World War II and Korean War veterans. The former were
made eligible for benefits of $2O per week for up to 52 weeks, the
latter for $26 per week, subject to a total benefit of $676. More-
over, the Korean veteran benefited from other supplementary
benefits programs.

The first two major extensions of coverage occurred in 1954.
Some 2.5 million federal civilian employees and 1.3 million workers
in firms with four or more employees were granted coverage (the
previous law established a “floor” of eight workers). Although the
then President Dwight D. Eisenhower felt all other public em-

ployees should be covered, in keeping with historical national pol-
icy, he did not recommend that Congress impose this requirement
on the several states.

1970 Amendments. Sweeping changes were made at the federal
level with the enactment on August 10, 1970 of PL 91-373. In
addition to extending coverage to over 400,000 agricultural work-
ers, this statute made certain employees of non-profit corporations
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as well as employees of state hospitals and institutions of higher
education eligible for benefit payments. This coverage is optional
on the part of political subdivisions within the state. In lieu of
regular employer taxes, the states reimbursed the unemployment
fund periodically for the amount of benefits paid. This was the first
time the federal government mandated that any employees at the
state level be included in the program.

A permanent extended benefits program was also established..
Temporary acts on this score had gained passage both in 1958 and'
1961. The new proviso insures extended benefits for 13 additional
weeks after exhaustion of regular state benefits. The program au-
tomatically becomes effective when unemployment reaches certain
levels on a national level or in an individual state.

Massachusetts Law
Origin of Law. From 1916, when the first legislative proposal for

unemployment insurance was considered, to 1935 when Chapter
151 A of the General Laws was enacted, Massachusetts made sev-
eral studies relative to the problems of the unemployed. However,
no real consideration was given UI until the early 19305.

The avenues explored for providing benefits ran the gamut from
the establishment of reserve funds to the founding of an inde-
pendent mutual unemployment insurance company. The initial
Massachusetts act was based on a bill recommended by a special
commission (Resolves of 1934, chapter 42) which made its final
report in June of 1935 (House, No. 2225).

Statutory Provisions. The law, among other things, made the plan
compulsory, required both employer and employee to make contri-
butions, limited benefits, provided for convenient offices and set
up a non-political administration.

Under the original act, both the employer and employee were
subject to a payroll tax. The tax on employees was repealed iiv
1939. The employer tax was levied on the entire payroll until 1940
when only the first $3,000 in annual wages became subject to the
tax. Experience rating (a graduated tax) became effective in 1942.
At the present time the tax ranges from 0.5% to 4.1% on a
$3,600 base. In January 1972 the base will be increased to $4,200.

Weekly benefits now provide for a maximum payment of $62.00
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and a minimum of $lO.OO. When enacted, the maximum was
$15.00 and the minimum $5.00 weekly. Allowances for dependents
were first approved in 1946 and now provide a $6.00 weekly al-
lowance for children under 18 years of age.

Criteria, other than base earnings and being a member of the
labor force, have been established by statute to determine an in-
dividual’s eligibility to receive benfits. Disqualifying factors, such

% deliberate misconduct, are also included in the statute.

Conformity With New Federal Act. Chapter 940 of the Acts of
1971, effective January 1, 1972, extends coverage to certain ag-
ricultural workers, employees of state hospitals and institutions
of higher education and selected personnel in non-profit organiza-
tions. Benefits payable are based on the same schedule as for pri-
vate employment.

Because no experience ratings are available with respect to the
involuntary termination of employment of state and local em-
ployees in Massachusetts, it is extremely difficult to estimate the
cost of coverage. Nonetheless, approximate costs based on other
states’ experience in coverage of public employees at the state
and local level, of federal civilian employees and of those employed
in private industry have been determined. In addition, several
studies which included projected costs were examined, especially
one undertaken in 1962 by the Massachusetts Division of Employ-
ment Security.

All the estimates and studies arrive at one significant conclusion
it costs less as a percent of total payroll to provide benefits in

the public than in the private sector. The range of cost for Massa-
chusetts indicates a minimum of $5.2 million and a high of $l3
million annually.

Other States’ Statutes
All states provide cash benefits under an unemployment insur-

ance program for a majority of workers. But the various state
laws show a wide diversity in regard to coverage, payments and
duration provisions.

As of January 1971, some 24 states extend coverage only to
those workers in firms that employ four or more persons while 23
jurisdictions authorize coverage of firms employing one or more.
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Three states require that a business employ three or more people
in order to qualify. Tax provisions also vary, both as to rate and
amount of payroll to be taxed. Possible rates range from 0% to a
high of 6.6% of taxable payroll. The taxable wage base escalates
from a low of $3,000 in 27 states to a high of $7,200 in one state.

The statutes of all states are very similar with respect to eli-
gibility. The two major provisions on this score, the ability to
work and availability for work, are primarily designed in all
statutes to limit payments to workers unemployed strictly as a
result of economic causes.

Major disqualifying factors in each state law relate to (a) vol-
untary separation from work, (b) discharge for misconduct, (c)
refusal of suitable work or (d) unemployment due to a labor dis-
pute.

State laws and regulations differ in regard to (1) the period of
time that a person may be disqualified and (2) the definitions of
the various disqualifying factors. With respect to the former, the
period ranges from a low of four weeks to a maximum of one year.
And definitions of misconduct, labor disputes and voluntary quit
vary from state to state. Most state laws, moveover, disqualify stu-
dents, pregnant women and those who fraudulently misrepresent
their conditions of unemployment.

It is anticipated that all states will enact legislation which will
place them in conformity with the new federal law. Some states,
however, like New York, have recommended that all public em-
ployees be afforded coverage while others, such as Wyoming and
Oklahoma, have recommended that their legislatures include only
those mandated for coverage by the recent federal action.
Problems re Ul Coverage for Public Employees

Home Rule. Most local officials oppose any program that impos-
es additional expense on their communities without their
They point out that there are many programs under federal and
state auspices available for people in need of financial assistance.
Furthermore, they indicate that the availability of UI to poten-
tial workers may influence seasonal hiring standards.

On the other hand, proponents insist that the public employer
should have the same responsibilities towards its employees as
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those in the private sector. They insist that reliance on public
welfare or other similar programs is degrading and should be

resorted to only when all other avenues of financial help have been

exhausted.
Discrimination. Adherents of full public employee coverage opine

that exclusion relegates the civil servant to second class citizen-
ship. They further claim that implementation by the Common-

wealth of the new federal standards has compounded existing in-
equities and made discrimination more pronounced against public
employees.

Opponents contend that the federal government has been the
leader in eliminating discriminatory practices. Congress certainly
would have acted in a different manner if it thought exclusion of
certain classes would foster discrimination.

Collective Bargaining. Present state statutes guarantee public em-
ployees the right to organize and select representatives to bargain
collectively with representatives of their employing unit with re-
spect to ‘wages, hours and other conditions of employment.’

Some hold the view that UI coverage would be a proper subject
matter for bargaining discussions with respect to certain classes
of municipal employees. They envision increased impasses and
considerable employee unrest especially among those not eligible
for coverage.

Others stress it is highly unlikely that any bargaining agent
would jeopardize an otherwise agreeable contract by insisting on
a UI coverage program.

The Merit System and Retirement. Opponents are fearful that the
merit system will be weakened and the trend of placing more and
more positions in the classified service reversed. A return to the
spoils system, the abuse of patronage and the “churning over” of

personnel to offset UI eligibility requirements are possibilities, in
their view. Opponents do not foresee any increase in the efficiency
or productivity of state employees by offering this new fringe ben-
efit. They are alarmed that UI may trigger social security cover-
age, thus resulting in increased costs for employees in retirement
contributions with no gain in total benefits.

Those in favor of UI contend that the merit system will be
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strengthened and the discharge of inefficient public employees
made easier. With respect to retirement, proponents argue that
UI and social security are two separate and distinct programs and
adoption of one does not mean adoption of the other.

Cos l. Those who oppose general UI coverage advise a ‘wait and
see’ attitude be adopted until several years experience has been
obtained from the limited coverage which goes into effect January
1,1972.

Proponents contend present estimates are valid and that the
social and economic good that will ensue will make cost an irrele-
vant factor.
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Origin of Study
By joint order, Senate, No. 1266 of 1971, the Legislative Re-

search Council is directed to study the feasibility of public em-
ployees of the Commonwealth and its political subdivisions being
made eligible to receive unemployment compensation benefits if
otherwise qualified.

The order was offered by Senator Samuel Harmon of Boston.
His concern stems from the fact that almost 60,000 state employ-
ees and close to 190,000 employees of the state’s political subdivi-
sions must depend on public welfare or veterans’ benefits, if in-
voluntarily laid off. In addition, he feels that certain departments,
which have need of seasonal or temporary professional help dur-
ing peak periods, are not always able to obtain the services of
the best qualified personnel. He attributes this to the fact that pri-
vate industry, which has similar peak periods, pays approximately
the same wage rates but offers employment security coverage at
time of termination of employment.

On the other hand, the Senator is also aware of possible abuses
that may occur and the resultant cost to the taxpayers. Thus, the
status of (a) teachers who are paid only during the school year,

ph) employees engaged by the executive or legislative branches
on a temporary or coterminous basis, (c) students hired on a sea-
sonal or intermittent basis and (d) suspended employees may war-
rant special review when eligibility standards are being devised.

Scope of Study
While there are many programs to assist the unemployed, this

report limits its discussion to unemployment insurance (UI). The

(ttontmomitpallli of HHaaaarljuaftte

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION
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present Massachusetts Employment Security Law is analyzed and
the principal features relative to qualification for and disqualifica-
tionfrom benefits are discussed.

The effect that Civil Service rules and regulations relative to
termination of service may have on existing terminology with re-
spect to qualification for UI as defined by the Division of Employ-
ment Security (DES) are reviewed. At the present time, disquali-
fication is clearly spelled out for private employees but an “invol-A'
untary quit” could mean one thing in the private sector and
quite another in the public sector.

Unlike other programs of assistance, UI is not based on need
but rather on an individual’s employment and earnings record.
Thus, the cost to employer and employee both in Massachusetts
and the several other states is scrutinized.

Finally, approximate costs to the Commonwealth are estimated
based on other states’ experiences and the rate of turnover of
public employees in Massachusetts in the various classifications.

Unemployment compensation is an insurance program which
insures against short term unemployment. It is regulated by
statute and financed through a payroll tax on employers. At the
present time, certain categories of employees are excluded from
coverage such as agricultural workers, domestics, family busi-
nesses, certain federal, state and municipal employees, and em-
ployees of most non-profit corporations to name a few.

Early Developments in Foreign Countries
Unemployment has been from time immemorial a social and*V

economic problem. Many methods of combating it and providing
relief for those affected have been devised through the years, the
culmination being the present employment security law as we
know it today. The experience of foreign systems afforded Ameri-
can planners considerable background when the payment of un-
employment benefits first received serious attention in this country.

CHAPTER 11.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
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Except for a short-lived, limited unemployment insurance plan

in Basel, Switzerland in the last decade of the Eighteenth Century,
the concept of unemployment compensation dates from the middle
of the Nineteenth Century when trade unions and mutual benefit
and fraternal societies, through the assessment of dues, established
funds to help members who were out of work. Benefits were gen-
erally small and of short duration. To be eligible for benefits, the

Recipient must have worked for a specified time or earned a mini-
mum amount of wages in a pre-determined period of time and he
must be ready, able and willing to accept employment. However,
these plans lacked permanency, being activated in time of economic
distress and laying dormant when employment levels were high.

Voluntary Plans. The first governmental activity was in the
form of a subsidy paid to trade unions which provided unemploy-
ment benefits for their members. Municipalities initiated this sys-
tem, Dijon, France being the first in 1896. Liege and Ghent, Bel-
gium followed in 1897 and 1901, respectively. These plans were
voluntary on the part of the workers and the purpose of the sub-
sidy was to supplement benefits.

In the early part of the Twentieth Century, many provinces and
cantons added their subsidies to those of the cities, as well as some
national governments. Employers contributed in only three coun-
tries which had voluntary plans. Those in Spain and Switzerland
participated in joint employer-employee plans. In 1921, Denmark
required employers to contribute to a central fund which provided
emergency benefits after trade union benefits became exhausted.

The extent of supervision and regulation of these plans by gov-
ernmental agencies varied among the countries. It was practically
non-existent in Belgium but, on the other hand, very detailed and
rigid controls were imposed in Switzerland.

-4 By the early 19305, some eleven countries had established pro-
grams for subsidizing voluntary unemployment insurance plans.
The shortcomings of this method were that (1) not all employees
were covered and (2) in good times employees were loathe to con-
tinue payments as they had a feeling of security.

Compulsory Plans. The first compulsory system, based on man-
dated employee contributions, was established by St. Gall, Switzer-
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land in 1894. This system was dissolved three years later because
the employees moved out of St. Gall in order to avoid payments.

The first national plan was established in England in 1911.
Equal payments by employer and employee plus a contribution of
25% of this total amount by the government provided the finan-
cial support. At first, the plan covered 2.5 million workers in six
major industries. Amendments in 1916 and 1920 extended cov-
erage to all workers except domestics, civil servants, railway ands
utility employees and certain professional people earning over £250
per year. Extensive unemployment in the late 1920s and approval
of extended benefits during that period resulted in near financial
disaster for the plan. In 1931 rigid controls relative to contribu-
tions, size of payments and duration of payments were imposed.

Germany, on the other, established rigid qualifications for
eligibility. Benefits, if granted, were small and of short duration.
Disenchantment on the part of the working man with the program
led to attempts to repeal it. Thus, in the 1930s programs that
gave financial aid to the unemployed for a temporary time under
clear cut rules and regulations were becoming commonplace.

Although some trade unions and employers provided benefits
to their unemployed members or employees prior to the mid-19305,
the number of workers eligible was almost negligible. The union
plans covered just under 45,000 workers, joint union-management
plans some 65,000 employees and company plans approximately
80,000 workers. These programs were either entirely or substan-
tially funded by employee contributions. As in Europe, the plans
were most active in depression times.

Meanwhile interest in devising a more effective approach to meet
the social issue of unemployment compensation surfaced on sev-
eral fronts. Starting in 1907, the American Association for Labor
Legislation (AALL) conducted discussions on this score. Various
European plans were examined and in 1914 the AALL recom-
mended, in general terms only, the adoption of some form of un-
employment compensation. It failed to generate sufficient support
and the Association abandoned its push for the adoption of the
proposal.

States Development
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At the same time, vestiges of support appeared within state
legislatures. In 1916 the first bill on unemployment compensation
was introduced in the Massachusetts General Court. This proposal,
which copied British law, did not gain passage. In 1921 a similar
bill was defeated by the New York Legislature. However, more
favorable results were forthcoming in Wisconsin, starting with a
1921 measure filed by State Senator Henry A. Huber which was

on the state’s workmen’s compensation statute. Huber
proposed that employers underwrite the cost of the plan through
assessments based on the respective employer’s unemployment ex-
perience rating. The purpose of this system was (1) to provide
benefits for laid off workers, (2) encourage employers to stabilize
employment through the varying contribution system and (3) pur-
chase protection from mutual insurance companies in order to
avoid costs to the taxpayer. It was not until 1931, however, that
passage was gained, the effective date being delayed until 1936.
The statute provided for the first two purposes of the system but
benefits were to be paid from a state fund rather than through
private insurance. Each employer’s reserves were kept separate
and only his reserves were to be used in paying benefits to his
workers.

In the same year, 1931, the Governor’s Interstate Committee on
Unemployment Insurance representing Connecticut, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania recommended
similar legislation.

During the depression years, several unemployment benefits
schemes were proposed. In addition to the Wisconsin approach, the
Ohio plan proved to be popular. It called for a statewide pooled
fund supported by both employers and employees contributions,
no variation in rates, benefits related to average salaries and 26

of benefits for all eligible employees.
In 1935 six states enacted legislation in this area, all in antici-

pation of federal action on the Social Security Act (Calif., Mass.,
N.H., N.Y., Utah and Wash.).

The Federal Unemployment Insurance Act of 1935
The question as to whether the provision of unemployment com-

pensation should be a state or national function aroused consider-
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able conflict in the late 1920s and early 19305. The first resolution
to create a commission to draft a national unemployment in-
surance law was offered in Congress in 1916 but failed of passage.
The prosperity of the 1920s dimmed interest on this score. Later,
the Senate Committee on Labor and Education held hearings in
1928 and in 1931 relative to the problem of unemployment and
the experience of foreign nations with unemployment insurance.

In 1931 and again in 1934 Senator Robert F. Wagner of
York proposed measures calling for a federal-state system but
the bills were never brought to a vote by Congress. Thereafter,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in June of 1934 appointed a Com-
mittee on Economic Security to study the whole problem of ec-
onomic insecurity with special emphasis on unemployment. The
concern over unemployment was heightened because 11 million
were out of work, most state relief programs had broken down
and the various supplementary federal programs, such as Public
Works Administration, Civilian Conservation Corps and Works
Project Administration had not been as effective as hoped.

After considerable debate with respect to coverage, funding and
payments, the Social Security Act, so-called, was passed in August
of 1935. Title 111 and Title IX of this Act constituted the charter
for the new program of unemployment insurance. Generally, the
states were pleased with the federal action because no state was
put at an economic disadvantage but some economists were doubt-
ful that the program as enacted would be financially sound.

As enacted, the unemployment insurance titles established a
program of federal-state cooperation which was untested in any
other governmental activity. Unlike the federal old age insurance
program and public assistance which were financed by federal
grants, this program levied a tax on employers in industry and
commerce in all the states. Moreover, the authorization of what ,

was called a “tax offset” made it advantageous for the states to
enact laws providing for the payment of benefits.

The fears of the states with respect to interstate competition were
dispelled by this “tax offset” provision. In essence, the federal act
levied a tax on employers of eight or more persons in at least 20
weeks of the year. Initially, the federal tax amounted to 1% of
1936 payrolls, 2% of 1937 payrolls and 3% thereafter. Upon
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federal approval of a state’s unemployment law, employex-s could
credit the taxes they paid to the state against 90% of the federal
tax. In addition to the incentive created by the “tax offset” pro-
viso, the cost of administering state unemployment insurance pro-
grams were completely borne by the federal government. This
100% administrative grant guaranteed funds on an equal basis for
all states irrespective of the individual states financial resources.

$ Finally, the financial stability of the system was safeguarded by
the requirement that each state deposit the unemployment com-
pensation taxes it collected in the Unemployment Trust Fund in
the U.S. Treasury. A separate account was established for each
state. Although the money was invested in government bonds a
state was empowered to withdraw funds at any time but only for
the payment of unemployment benefits.

By July of 1937, the then 48 states, as well as Alaska, Hawaii
and the District of Columbia had enacted unemployment com-
pensation laws. By July of 1939, all states were paying benefits
to unemployed workers.

Two safeguards which federal law required in each state statute
were provisions (1) for an opportunity for a fair hearing before
an impartial tribunal for all individuals whose claims for unem-
ployment compensation were denied and (2) a labor standards
section, so called. Briefly, the latter stipulated that unemployment
compensation benefits could not be denied an otherwise eligible
individual who refused to accept new work if (1) the position of-
fered was vacant due to a strike, lockout or other labor dispute,
(2) the wages, hours, or other working conditions were sub-
stantially less favorable than those prevailing for similar work
in the locality and (3) the conditions for employment required
joining a company union or resignation from or agreement not to

Joina bona fide labor organization.
** The above federal requirements were intended to dispel any

notion that unemployment compensation laws could be used to
depress wages or be used as an instrument in breaking or weak-
ening union movements. Observers note that, although in the mid
1930s these requirements were of especial importance because of
the depressed state of the economy, they are also essential today
as an integral part of any unemployment benefits program.
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In addition to financial aid, the federal government provided en-
couragement and technical assistance with the establishment of
the Social Security Board. The Board’s principal duties related to
the approval of state laws and the certification of a state’s eligi-
bility for administrative grants and tax offset credits. Under the
basic statute, the Board was empowered to insist that state law
provide for administrative methods that would reasonably insure
that UI benefits would be fully paid when due. Provisions relating
to the selection, tenure, and compensation of personnel were spe-
cifically excluded however. An amendment, effective January 1,
1940, required that the hiring and maintenance of personnel be
on a merit basis. By this amendment it was hoped that the quality
of personnel in those states without a civil service system would
be improved.

The Bureau of Unemployment Compensation which was set up
under the Social Security Board is responsible for these functions.
The Bureau must also assist state employment security agencies
with respect to the legislative, administrative and financing aspects
of the various state programs.

The constitutionality of both the laws of several states and the
federal act was challenged when taxes for unemployment insurance
purposes became payable in 1936. Employers contended that the
several laws violated the equal protection and due process clauses
of the 14th Amendment to the Federal Constitution. Principal
arguments against the program were that the taxes imposed were
not a valid exercise of the states taxing power, coverage exemptions
were arbitrary and capricious, the tax levied was not for a public
purpose and, finally the states were coerced into providing unem-
ployment compensation benefits by the federal government.

Two cases in Syracuse and Buffalo, New York resulted in finding's |
by the New York Court of Appeals that the New York law was
valid. An appeal from this decision was taken to the U.S. Supreme
Court. Although the state law was upheld on a 4 to 4 decision
(Justice Stone was ill), this finding was viewed by many as in-
conclusive.

The most significant decision was rendered by the U.S. Supreme

Constitutionality of Unemployment hisurance Law
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Court on May 24, 1937 (Carmichael, Attorney General of Alabama
v. Southern Coal & Coke Co., 301 U.S. 495). The appellee argued

that the federal act was invalid because (1) it contained an illegal
delegation of legislative and judicial powers to the Federal Social
Security Board, (2) the purpose of the act was to force the several
states to enact unemployment compensation laws conformable to
ihe pattern prescribed by Congress and (3) Congress, by the ex-
ercise of its spending and taxing powers, was seeking to control
the states in matters expressly reserved to the state by virtue of
the 10th Amendment.

Insofar as the Alabama statute was concerned (it was similar to
most state statutes at that time), the appellees charged (1) that
it interfered with the right of free contract between employer and
employee, (2) the exclusion of over 70% of the employee popula-
tion of Alabama was arbitrary, and (3) the law conferred an
illegal delegation of authority.

The majority opinion of the Court, delivered by Mr. Justice
Stone, found both the federal and state laws compatible with con-
stitutional guarantees. In dismissing the claim that taxing only
those employers with eight or more employees was invalid, the
Court held that legislative bodies have the right to exempt certain
segments of a class from taxation. Hence, whether the law should
apply to employers of one, three, seven, eight or any other number
is peculiarly a question for legislative decision.

With respect to the exemptions of certain classes of employers,
the Court determined that insofar as the exclusion of state gov-
ernment workers was concerned the state has always had the
power to waive the formality of taxing itself or its political sub-
divisions. The exclusion of federal employees and those of inter-
state railways indicated a fear of constitutional restrictions and a

respect for the proper policy of another sovereign.
Lastly, the exclusion of certain private employment classes is
reasonable if administration would be extremely difficult or if the
imposition of a tax would seriously handicap the ability of a par-
ticular industry to function.

The claim that unemployment programs collect taxes which are
not used for a public purpose was also denied by the Court. Citing
the hardship and suffering caused by the depression and the in-
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ability of other programs to provide sufficient relief, the Court
stated “that the end being legitimate, the means is for the legisla-
ture to choose. When public evils ensue from individual misfor-
tunes or needs, the legislature may strike at the evil at its source.
If the purpose is legitimate because public, it will not be defeated
because the execution of it involves payments to individuals.”

Finally, the Court dismissed the charge that the federal govern-
ment coerced the states into enacting unemployment
laws. In essence the Court held that the funds were administered
in accordance with state law by a state commission, the statute
could be repealed at any time by the legislature and that the
deposit of funds in the Unemployment Trust Fund in the United
States Treasury involved no more a surrender of sovereignty than
would the choice of any other depository for state funds as the
state was free to withdraw these funds at any time. Moreover, no
delegation of legislative powers was found because attributes of
state sovereignty are the power to contract and the power to
select appropriate agencies and instrumentalities for the execution
of state policy.

One of the first steps taken in attacking unemployment prob-
lems during the depression era was the enactment by Congress of
the Wagner-Peyser Act in 1933. This act established a federal-
state system of public employment offices to bring workers and
jobs together. Although administered by the states, they were
financed on a 50-50 basis by the federal and state governments.
The U.S. Employment Service in the Department of Labor was
vested with the federal government responsibilities.

An agreement between the Social Security Board and the Sec-
retary of Labor resulted in the coordination of the employment
service and unemployment insurance functions in 1937. Two prin-
cipal factors brought this about. First, all state unemployment
compensation laws directed claimants as a condition of eligibility
to register for work at a public employment office and to report
to the office after registration in accordance with the agency’s
regulations. The second factor was a proviso in the Social Security
Act that state benefits must be paid through a public employ-

Public Employment Offices
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ment office or such other agency as the Social Security Board may
approve. No otheragency was ever approved.

Funds for the expansion of the employment service program
were granted to the states by the Social Security Board under
terms of this agreement.

In 1948 the U.S. Employment Service and the Unemployment In-
.surance Service were combined in the Bureau of Employment Se-
curity. In 1949 the Bureau became a part of the Department of
Labor.

Underlying the coordination of employment service functions
and unemployment insurance functions was the hope that jobs
would be found for claimants, thus making benefits unnecessary.
Additionally, cooperation between claims and placement personnel
was essential to the unemployment compensation program els one
of the prime conditions for eligibility for benefits was the avail-
ability of the claimant for work.

Coverage of Railroad Employees
In July of 1939, railroad employees were transferred from

coverage under state unemployment insurance laws to the new
federal railroad insurance program administered by the Railroad
Retirement Board. The reasoning behind this move was that this
industry transcended state lines and that all of its employees
should receive uniform benefits in time of unemployment. This
uniformity was not possible under state law.

Through the years increases in benefits and contributions have
been approved which have maintained the benefits payable at
approximately the state levels.

Servicemen’s Readjustment Allowances
In 1944, when the tide of World War II had turned in favor

, jpf the Allies and the end of the conflict was expected shortly,
thought was given to the plight of the over 15 million servicemen
who would be returned to civilian life. The period of conversion
from a wartime to a peacetime economy it was felt would cause
not only an unemployment crisis among civilian workers but
especially for the returning servicemen. Hence, in 1944 Congress
provided under section V of the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act
special unemployment benefits for returning servicemen.
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Popularly known as the “GI Bill”, allowances of $2O. per week
for up to 52 weeks of involuntary unemployment were provided.
In addition, self-employed veterans were guaranteed a net profit
in their business or profession of $lOO. per month for the first
twelve months. This was done by paying a benefit equal to the
difference between net profit and $lOO. Although the responsibili-
ty for administration at the federal level was vested in the Vet-
erans Administration, the several state unemployment agencies
paid the benefits as agents of the federal government.

In the five-year period of its operation, over 9.5 million veterans
filed claims involving payments of $3.8 billion.

In addition to providing income for the veterans, economists
claim the adjustment allowances helped maintain a healthy econ-
omy and thereby create peacetime jobs. They point out as indica-
tive of this the fact that the number of weeks in which benefits
were paid averaged 19 and secondly, only 11% of those receiving
first payments drew the full 52-week benefit.

With the cessation of hostilities in Korea in the early 19505, the
need for providing unemployment compensation assistance to re-
turning veterans again emerged. However, the program developed
was different in some aspects from the type provided World War
II servicemen.

Upon discharge, a veteran who was unemployed became eligi-
ble for a benefit of $26 per week and a total benefit of $676. How-
ever, if the former serviceman qualified for assistance under any
other law, this program supplemented those benefits so that at least
$26 per week was paid. When other benefits expired, the veteran
could participate in the Korean plan and extend his benefits for
up to 26 weeks. The average payment period ran to 13.6 weeks.
The lower duration was attributed to a better economic climate,
fewer applicants and the staggered demobilization schedule.

In a presidential economic report presented to Congress on Jan-
uary 28, 1954, the then President Dwight D. Eisenhower urged
several changes in the employment security laws. Moreover, he
charged that benefits in some states were inadequate and the
benefit period insufficient. In line with historical policy, however,

Federal Employees
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he urged the states to correct the alleged deficiencies on their own.
Among the major recommendations within that report, the

President advocated the extension of coverage to (a) employees
of firms with four or more employees in each of 20 weeks and
(b) substantially all federal civilian employees. The former was
estimated to cover approximately 1.3 million workers and the
latter 2.5 million employees.

In urging the coverage for federal governmental workers the
President said:

"A worker laid off by a government agency gets no insurance
benefits despite the fact that in many types of federal jobs he is
as vulnerable to layoff or dismissal as the factory worker.”

Congress approved that recommendation by adding Title XV to
the Social Security Act in 1954 (effective January 1955). Elected
officials, members of the armed forces and aliens employed outside
the United States were the principal exceptions. The lawmakers
stressed that the federal government should not be providing less
favorable conditions of employment than are required of private
employers. In addition, the reliance on accrued annual leave, if
there was any, and the withdrawal of retirement funds at the time
of involuntary layoff was defeating the very purpose of annual
leave and retirement benefits.

The involuntarily unemployed federal civilian employee must
meet all the criteria which determine eligibility for benefits in the
state where he or she is unemployed. To meet the additional costs
to the state, the federal government, from funds appropriated to
the Department of Labor, reimburses the states in full for all
monies expended in benefits. In its first six months of operation,
almost $l6 million in benefits were paid to 60,000 former employ-
ees, representing about 0.024% of a federal civilian manpower
force of 2.5 million.

This same law extended coverage to employees of establishments
with four or more employed in each of 20 weeks during the year.
Previously federal law required coverage of firms with eight or
more employees for the same period.

The aforementioned changes were the first major extensions of
coverage since the program was initiated in 1935.
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The economic recession in late 1957 and early 1958 and the
widespread unemployment which accompanied it brought about a
new relief program called extended benefits. Congress was con-
cerned: because in the industrial states especially nearly a quarter
million persons had exhausted their benefits. Their only recourse
was to public relief. In order to forestall the drain on public re-
lief funds and in an effort to pump money into the economy,
Congress in 1958 enacted P.L. 85-441, a temporary measure with
an expiration date of April 1959. At the option of the several states
and in accordance, with their statutes, additional benefits of 50%
of the amount already paid were authorized. This meant, for ex-
ample, that in a state that provided 26 weeks of benefits the claim-
ant, if still unemployed, could receive an additional 13 weeks.
. This measure also provided for reimbursement by the federal
government on a deferred loan basis with repayments to start in
1963, financed from an additional employer tax. The legislation
did not prevent a state from undertaking a more liberal program
but the federal government would share only in the administrative
costs. As before, the right of the states to establish their own
program was safeguarded.

In 1961, Congress enacted a similar statute and in 1964 eased
the repayment of taxes by granting the states and the employers
a longer time to meet their obligations. During that period, many
members of Congress argued that the extended benefits program
should be made permanent and that all workingmen should have
some form of unemployment compensation protection. It was not
until 1970, however, that this came to pass.

Significant changes, effective January 1, 1972, were made rela-
tive to unemployment compensation with the enactment of P.L.
9Tr5.73. on'.August 10, 1970. The changemost relevant to this study,
effective in Massachusetts on January T, 1972, provides for manda-
tory. coverage for employees of state hospitals and state institu-
tions of higher education. This coverage is optional on the part
of political.subdivisions within the state.

Under provisions -of the law, faculty,, research and. admjnistra-

Extended Benefit Provisions

Employment Security Amendments of 1910
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tion employees of institutions of higher education will not be con-
sidered as unemployed during summer vacations, if they have a

contract toresume workafter the summer recess.

In lieu of the regular employer tax at the state level, the state
must reimburse the fund for the amount of benefits paid. This is
standard procedure in those jurisdictions that have voluntarily
extended coverage to state workers or to employees of the state’s

Apolitical subdivisions.
Nothing in the law precludes a state from extending coverage

on a broader basis to other public employees.
Agricultural Labor. In general, agricultural workers are ex-

cluded from the federal employment security law. Dependent upon
other state eligibility requirements, some 233,000 farm jobs (al-
most 1/5 of all farm jobs) will be covered for the first time. The
1970 amendment applies to farm employers who have eight or
more employees in each of 26 different weeks in the year.

In addition, those working in food processing plants where one-
half or more of the commodities handled were not produced by the
plant owner will gain coverage. However, the measure still ex-
cludes employees of cooperative farm organizations engaged in
processing if more than one-half of such commodities were pro-
duced by its farm operator members. It is estimated that 200,000
additional jobs will be covered under this section of the law.

Non-Profit Organizations. Employees of religious, charitable
and eleemosynary corporations were among the prime beneficiaries
of the 1970 statutory changes. All employees of non-profit organi-
zations which employ four or more persons in 20 weeks in the pre-
ceding or current calendar year are now covered, except (1) duly
ordained or licensed clergymen or members of religious orders, (2)
employees of schools other than institutions of higher learning, (3)

Athe physically or mentally handicapped engaged in recognized oc-
cupational therapy programs, (4) workers in government spon-
sored relief v/ork or work training programs and (5) inmates of
correctional institutions employed in a hospital connected with the
institution.

Furthermore, the following groups were specifically denied bene-
fits: (1) spouses of students employed by a school, college or uni-
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versity under a program of assistance to the student, (2) students
under the age of 22 employed pursuant to specified work study pro-
grams and (3) individuals employed in hospitals in which they are
also patients.

Instead of the regular employer unemployment taxes, these non-
profit organizations are permitted to meet the cost of benefits
through the reimbursement method. Although optional, observers
feel this method will be used in most instances.

Among other statutory changes, the states, in order to be cer-
tified by the Secretary of Labor for the purpose of qualifying
employers for federal unemployment tax credits, must satisfy four
additional requirements designed to clarify and strengthen the
unemployment compensation program, namely:

Federal estimates indicate that members of the non-profit group
together with the state employees covered will total 3,200,000
persons.

(1) Work Requirement. A beneficiary would be required to have
had work after the beginning of his benefit year in order to obtain
unemployment compensation in his next benefit year (prohibiting
the so-called “double dip” which allows a worker to draw bene-
fits in two successive benefit years following a single separation
from work).

(2) Worker Training. Compensation could not be denied to
workers who are undergoing training with the approval of the
State agency.

(3) Interstate and Combined Wage Claims. Compensation could
not be denied or reduced because a claimant lives or files his claim
in another State or in a contiguous country with which the
United States has an agreement with respect to unemployment
compensation. States would also be required to participate in ar-
rangements, approved by the Secretary of Labor in consultation
with the State unemployment compensation agencies, for com-
bining an individual’s wages and employment covered under more
than one State law for the purpose of assuring the prompt and
full payment of compensation in such situations. Such arrange-
ments would include provision for applying a single base period,
which it is expected would be the base period of the paying State,
and for avoiding the duplicate use of such wages and employment.
(4) Cancellation of Wage Credits: The wage credits of a worker
could not be cancelled or his benefit rights totally reduced by
reason of a disqualifying act, other than discharge for misconduct
connected with his work, or fraud in connection with a claim for
benefits, or receipt of disqualifying income such as pension pay-
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ments. A State could, however, disqualify a worker for the dura-
tion of a period of unemployment following a disqualifying act,
such as a voluntary quit, if the worker’s benefit rights are pre-
served for a future period of involuntary employment during his
benefit year. The provision would apply to a single disqualifica-
tion and would not affect the cumulative effect of multiple disquali-
fications for separate and distinct acts.

Permanent UI Extended Program. As discussed earlier in this
temporary acts which provided relief for workers who had

exhausted benefit payments were enacted in 1958 and 1961, re-
spectively. However, experience through the years has shown that
business recessions occur periodically. Moreover, they are not al-
ways nationwide but sometimes affect only a particular geographi-
cal area of the country. Hence, in the 1970 amendments Congress
attempted to devise a permanent program to provide extended
benefits either nationwide or in individual states.

In order to insure uniformity throughout the nation, as a con-
dition for any tax offset under the federal unemployment tax
provision, a state unemployment compensation law must provide
for extended benefits during periods of high unemployment. The
minimum basic standards and criteria are established in the law
but, as before, nothing precludes a state from expanding on the
federal requirements.

Basically, the changes provide for 13 additional weeks of bene-
fits after exhaustion of regular state benefits. The federal gov-
ernment pays 50% of the cost of these benefits. In order to de-
termine when an extended benefit period exists, criteria for both
national and state “on” and “off” indicators have been established.

A national “on” period will exist when the rate of insured un-
employment seasonally adjusted equals or exceeds 4.5% for each
of the three most recent calendar months. Similarly, when for
Aree consecutive months the percent is less than 4.5% the national
"'off” indicator would prevail.

However, if a particular state during a national “off” period
experienced a high degree of unemployment, that state’s indicator
would be “on” when, for any period consisting of 13 consecutive
weeks, the insured unemployment rate in that state is 20% or
more higher than the average for the corresponding period in the
two previous calendar years. The “on” indicator, however, will
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not prevail in any instance unless the rate of covered unemploy-
ment in the state exceeds 4%.

To finance the program, the taxable wage base is increased from
$3,000 to $4,200 annually and the federal tax from 3.1% to 3.2%.
Tax credits of up to 2.7% are provided so that the tax in reality
will increase from 0.4% to 0.5%.

Other Features. Aside from technical changes relative to the
allocation of administrative costs and the like, a permanent un-
employment compensation research program was established. Al-
though unemployment insurance is a state administered program
it was felt that some central federal agency should have available
all data and statistics relative to the program so that Congress
could be better guided in its future deliberations on this subject.
The Federal Advisory Council, composed of 16 members with equal
representation for employer and employee and empowered to make
recommendations to the Secretary of Labor for improving unem-
ployment compensation, was also established.

Although these recent changes are not mandatory on the states,
eligibility for tax credits and relief for the states’ unemployed are
such compelling factors that all states are expected to implement
the new programs by legislative action.

In 1916, the first legislative proposal in America for unemploy-
ment compensation was introduced in the Massachusetts Legisla-
ture by Representative B. Loring Young. In that same year, Gov-
ernor Samuel W. McCall in his Inaugural Address to the General
Court referred to the unemployment crisis of 1914-1915 as having
“revealed our unpreparedness in methods of dealing with this grave
problem methodically and effectively.”

Results of Studies. Although the Young proposal was defeated,
a commission “to study the effects of sickness, unemployment and
old age in Massachusetts” was established. This commission, popu-
larly known as the Farnsworth Commission, made an extended
report a year later (House, No. 1850 of 1917). Because of the

CHAPTER HI.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE IN MASSACHUSETTS

Early Legislative Attempts
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great divergence of opinion among its members, the commission
made no recommendation with respect to UI. A detailed and des-
criptive account of UI in foreign countries, however, was included
in the report.

Under Chapter 130 of the Resolves of 1917, another commission
was formed to study the recommendations of the Farnsworth
Commission. The lack of recommendations on this score placed

f the question of UI beyond the scope of the new commission (Sen-
ate, No. 244 of 1918).

Improved economic conditions in the 1920s relegated the ques-
tion of UI to one of minor priority and, like the rest of the country,
Massachusetts appeared to lose interest in the UI programs.

In accordance with the provisions of Chapter 64 of the Resolves
of 1931, Governor Richard B. Ely appointed a special commission
of seven persons popularly known as the “King Commission on the
Stabilization of Employment”. The purposes of the commission
as defined by the Resolve was “to collect and publish, for the bene-
fit of employers and employees in Massachusetts, information on
methods of regularization and stabilization of business and em-
ployment for wage earners in Massachusetts.” In its reports, the
commission discussed two approaches to the problem of unemploy-
ment relief, but concluded that any UI program, if adopted by a
single state and especially an industrial state, would be fiscally
dangerous and potentially lead to financial disaster (House, No.
1125 of 1932 and House, No. 1200 of 1933). It based its findings
on the difficulties that both England and Germany were experi-
encing at that time with respect to their UI programs.

The two approaches considered were (1) an unemployment re-
serves fund, as proposed by Representative John P. Higgins (House,
No. 821 of 1933) and (2) a straight unemployment insurance sys-

tem administered by the State Insurance Department as proposed*by Representative Roland D. Sawyer (House, No. 905 of 1933).
Under the former, each employer would set up a fund equal to at
least $75 per employee. Each employer’s fund would be used only
for his employees and subsequent contributions would be based on
the size of his reserve. The commission felt that this approach
was not “an unemployment insurance program in any of the well
recognized accepted meanings of the term.”
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The latter approach, however, was more typical of proposed
legislation then very much in the forefront of discussion re UI at
that time. Basically, it called for the establishment of an Employ-
ers’ Mutual Unemployment Insurance Company, initial contribu-
tions of 3% of payroll on the part of employers and future charges
based upon unemployment experience in the various industries.
In rejecting this approach, the commission stated that “the prob-
lem of compensation for the unemployed is not capable of solution
by means of true insurance measures.”

In June of 1934, a new commission was created and charged with
making an investigation of unemployment insurance, reserves and
benefits (Resolves of 1934, chapter 42). High levels of unemploy-
ment and a severely depressed economy had made relief for the
unemployed one of the prime objectives of government by this
time. In its first report on November 30, 1934, the commission
cited the need for state legislation, stating that present methods
were grossly inadequate to combat widespread unemployment and
that more self-respecting provisions, other than public relief,
should be made for victims of involuntary idleness. Benefits and
relief would be available only to the unemployed who sought gain-
ful employment. The commission stressed that the physically or
mentally handicapped whowere unable to work and those unwilling
to work should be cared for under other programs.

The commission filed its final report on June 4, 1935 and in
accompanying legislation proposed that (1) the plan be compul-
sory, (2) contributions be made by both the employer and em-
ployee, (3) adequate safeguards to prevent insolvency and fraud
be established, (4) the program be clearly and definitely limited to
distinguish it from relief, (5) benefits be limited, (6) convenient
offices with efficient placement employment service be maintained
and (7) its administration be non-political (House, No. 2225). The
bill, with but slight modifications made in part to conform with the
provisions of the Federal Social Security Act then pending in
Congress, was enacted as Chapter 151 A of the General Laws.

Major Amendments toLaw
The provisions of the first unemployment compensation law in

Massachusetts reflected the lack of experience with this type of
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legislation. While the requirements of Title IX of the Federal
Society Security Act kept the taxing provisions relatively simple,
provisions determining benefits were left to the complete discretion
of the states. And, attempts to adhere closely to insurance princi-
ples led to a complicated benefit formula and a very conservative
approach with respect to the relationship between benefits and
wages.

j The principal features of unemployment compensation legisla-
tion center around (1) the taxing provisions, (2) the benefit pro-
visions, and (3) the conditions of eligibility and disqualifications.
Since 1935, the process of amendment has gone on continuously
and in large measure has consisted of simplifying the basis for
determining benefits and of liberalizing the amount of benefits
provided.

Taxing Provisions
The taxing provisions define the business firms that are subject

to the payroll tax, the rate of the tax and the portion of payroll
that is subject to the tax. In the original act, Massachusetts fol-
lowed the federal lead in levying the tax only on those firms with,
eight or more employees. In 1939, businesses with four or more
workers were made subject to the unemployment tax. In 1943,
this was further reduced to cover those with one or more em-
ployees. Virtually all private employment thus is covered with
the exception of the statutorily exempted occupations.

Under the original act, employees were subject to a payroll tax,
effective in January 1937. In July 1938, this tax was suspended
and a year later repealed. The tax on employers, effective in Jan-
uary, 1936, was fixed at a rate of 0.9% for 1936, 1.8% for 1937
and 2.7 for 1938. These taxes applied to the entire payroll. Amend-
ments in 1939 (effective as of January 1940) changed Massachu-
setts law so as to conform with federal law which limited the tax
to the first $3,000 in wages for any employee. In addition, experi-
ence-rating (a graduated tax) was permitted under provisions of
the original law. The 1939 amendments established this method of
taxation to be effective in 1942, with reductions of the tax rate
to a minimum of 0.5% and higher rates at intervals of 0.5% to a
maximum of 2.7%. Each employer’s tax would be computed on the
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basis of his benefit experience in the preceding three years.
The tax at the present time ranges from 0.5% to 4.1% on a

$3,600 base payroll. The base payroll, in conformity with federal
law has been increased to $4,200 effective January 1, 1972 (Acts
of 1971, Chapter 940).
Benefit Provisions

As originally enacted, a minimum weekly benefit of $5.00 and
a maximum of $15.00 was prescribed. No dependency allowances
were authorized and in no event could a recipient receive more than
$300.00 in the aggregate.

As the years have passed, the benefits have been altered to meet
the changing times. The minimums and maximums went to $6.00
and $lB.OO, respectively in 1943, $6.00 to $21.00 weekly in 1945,
$lO.OO to $35.00 in 1956, and now are $lO.OO to $62.00 weekly.
Dependency allowances were first approved in 1946 and were based
on the number of children under 18 years of age. Two dollars per
week was the amount when first enacted. Subsequent amend-
ments raised this allowance to $3.00 in 1954 and to the current
$6.00 in 1959. Total dependency payments may not exceed one-
half of the claimant’sbenefit allowance.

Originally, a three weeks period of unemployment was neces-
sary for benefits eligibility. This was reduced to two weeks in
1938, and now is one week at time of initial claim. Normal bene-
fits were available initially for a minimum of four weeks and a
maximum of twenty. Under legislation just enacted (a temporary
measure), benefits may be paid for up to 52 weeks.

Finally, since the passage of the basic law a claimant has been
required to have earned a specified amount in a pre-determined
period. Originally, $240 in earnings was required in at least four
of the eight quarters preceding registration for a claim. This
qualification insured that only those who could rightfully be con-
sidered in the “labor force” would be eligible for benefits. At the
present time, the minimum earning requirement is $9OO in a base
period of fifty-two consecutive calendar weeks ending with the
day immediately preceding the first day of the claimant’s benefit
year.

Eligibility and Qualifications
Criteria, other than base earnings and being a member of the
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“labor force”, have been established by statute to determine an
individual’s eligibility to receive unemployment benefits.

In general, at the present time, employment service does not
generally include agricultural labor, domestic service, employment
by a family member, a state, local or county governmental agency,
or a non-profit organization and service performed for a foreign
government. Additionally, certain specific jobs such as commis-
sion salesmen, newspaper boys under 18, real estate brokers and
salesmen and poll and opinion takers are not eligible for unem-
ployment benefits under ordinary circumstances.

Disqualification may result if an individual quits the job without
good cause attributable to the employing unit, is discharged be-
cause of deliberate misconduct or leaves the job because of con-
viction of a felony or misdeameanor. The period of disqualifica-
tion in the above instances lasts from four to ten weeks.

Unemployment due to a work stoppage as a result of a labor
dispute is not compensable.

In the case of pregnancy, the period of four weeks before and
four weeks after birth are periods of disqualification. Further-
more, an individual, who for personal reasons during pregnancy, is
unable to continue working or is unwilling to accept employment
outside the period stated above is deemed unavailable for work
and hence not entitled to benefits.

Other disqualifying factors axe (a) suspension from employment
because of violation of work rules or regulations, (b) failure to
comply with registration and reporting requirements and (c) failure
to apply for or accept suitable work or by being unavailable for
full-time work. Lastly, an individual who knowingly fails to fur-
nish accurate information concerning any material fact pertaining
to his claim may be disqualified for a period of one to ten weeks.

Chapter 940 of 1971, effective January 1, 1972, provides cov-
erage for certain agricultural workers, employees of institutions
of higher education, of hospitals and of non-profit organizations.
Any benefits paid are to be reimbursed by the employing agencies
either quarterly or on a basis determined by the Director of the
Division of Employment Security.

Cost Estimates of Public Employee Coverage
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Governmental agencies other than state agencies may grant or
refuse coverage to their employees.

Benefits payable are based on the same schedule as for private
employment and the same criteria relative to eligibility and dis-
qualification are applicable. However, with respect to professional
employees of institutions of higher education, benefits are not
payable for any weeks of unemployment between academic years
or when on sabbatical leave if the individual has a contract to be
re-employed by the institution.

It is extremely difficult to estimate the cost of this additional
coverage for state employees. Some 9,500 employees in educa-
tional institutions will be covered as well as approximately 15,800
in hospitals. No experience ratings are available with respect to
the involuntary termination of employment of state and local em-
ployees in Massachusetts. Thus, any estimate as to cost must be
based on other factors, such as data relative to private industry’s
experience in Massachusetts and other similar states as well as
the experience of other states which cover at least some of their
state and local employees.

The procedures for making the following estimates are based
upon (1) total wage and salary disbursements in 1969 and 1970,
(2) the actual percentage of wage and salary disbursements paid
out in unemployment benefits, and (3) states’ costs re unemploy-
ment insurance for federal employees. In addition, the percent of
state and local employees covered, based upon replies to the Bureau
questionnaire, was applied.

The second step was the interpolation of the percent of total
state and local wages which would be paid if all employees were
granted coverage. These percentages were applied to Massachu-
setts payroll figures and the estimates based on the lowest and
highest experience indicate the range into which the state’s cost
to provide benefits will fall.

Table 1 clearly indicates that total benefits in comparison to
total wages paid to state and local employees is substantially less
than the benefits paid to privately employed persons. Two reasons
advanced for this difference are: (1) public employment, especially
in the classified service, is much more stable and (2) most tern-
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porary state and local employees are excluded from unemployment
insurance benefits.

Unemployment Insurance Benefits as a Percentage of Wages, 1970

I State & Local Private % of State & Local
State Government Industry Employees Covered

Hawaii 00220% .00315% 55.8
Washington 00152 .00533 36.3
Rhode Island 00245 .00721 31.5
Wisconsin 00106 .00415 29.5
Oregon 00095 .00537 27.7

Connecticut 00028 .00653 23.1
Idaho 00120 .00342 21.3
Minnesota 00033 .00281 15.8
New Hampshire 00002 .00131 15.4
NewYork 00034 .00586 15.4

Michigan 00019 .00463 9.3
North Dakota 00074 .00516 3.6
Indiana 00006 .00198 2.9
Kentucky 00003 .00349 2.2
Wyoming 00009 .00289 1.4

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics,
Survey of Current Business, Volume 51, No. 8, August 1971;
Council of State Governments, Book of the States, 1970-71; com-
putation of percentages by Legislative Research Bureau.

“FuU’> Coverage. Some five states presently afford coverage to*
over 25% of their state and local employees. Since certain occupa-
tions in industry are exempt and it is the prevailing state practice
to exclude elected and temporary personnel, a level of 80% coverage
has been established as “full coverage”, for the purpose of pro-
jection only. The effect of such coverage is shown in the following
table.

TABLE 1.
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Projected % as a
of State and Local Benefits Percentage % of Private

State Employees Covered Present Projected Employment

Hawaii 55.8 .00220 .00317 100.6
Washington 36.3 .00152 .00334 62.7
Rhode Island 31.5 .00245 .00622 86.3
Wisconsin 29.5 .00106 .00287 69.1
Oregon 27,7 .00095 .00275 51.2

TABLE 2.

Projection of 80% Coverage in Five Selected States

In 1969, Massachusetts employees in the private sector received
.00633% of gross wages and disbursements in unemployment
benefits. Total benefits paid amounted to almost $100,000,000,
based on wages of approximately $l5 billion.

The payroll for public employees, both state and local, in Massa-
chusetts was $1,642,000,000 in 1969 and $1,836,000,000 in 1970.
The application of the percent of payroll necessary to fund benefit
costs in the five states shown (Column 5) to Massachusetts indi-
cates the approximate cost range for the Commonwealth. Hawaii
benefit costs reflect an almost identical percent of payroll figure
(100.6) for both public and private employees. Using this as a
maximum base, and applying Massachusetts’ .00633% of payroll
to fund private unemployment benefit costs to the Massachusetts
public employee payroll of $1,642,000,000 in 1969, the cost to the
Commonwealth would have been $9,393,860. Based on the 1970
public employee payroll of $1,836,000,000, $11,621,880 would be
disbursed in benefits.

On the other hand, Oregon’s experience has been dissimilar. The
percent of payroll to cover public employee benefits in that state
amounted to only 51.2% of the percent necessary to fund benefits
for private employees. Using this as a basis for estimating the cost
to Massachusetts (51.2% of .00633), in 1969 the amount necessary
to finance benefits would have been $5,320,000 and in 1970 $5,-
948,000.

An estimate based on Rhode Island’s experience (86.3% of
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.00633) indicates a 1970 cost of $10,024,000. Wisconsin (69.1% of

.00633) and Washington (62.7% of .00633) reflect projected Massa-

chusetts costs for 1970 of $8,023,000 and $7,289,000 respectively.
The range, as estimated above, falls between $5,948,000 and

$11,621,000 for 1970.
One of the above mentioned states, Washington, under the

pi'ovisions of Chapter 3 of the laws of 1971, extended coverage, on
| a mandatory basis, to all state employees. Elected officials and

those employed on a fee or per diem basis were excluded. Em-
ployees of the state’s political subdivisions may elect coverage.

Total benefits paid from February, 1971 through June, 1971 (5
months) amounted to $670,132. This represented .00319% of the
total payroll during that period and was much less than originally
anticipated. The figure projected in Table 2, .00334%, is very
close to their actual experience.

Oregon, another projected state, defeated a proposal, House Bill,
No. 1267 of 1971, which called for mandatory coverage of most
employees of the state’s political subdivisions. The estimated cost
to afford coverage to some 43,700 additional persons was $925,000
or .00177% of payroll. The projected figures differed by only
.00098%.

Kentucky Study. In 1971, the Kentucky Department of Ec-
onomic Security undertook a study to determine the potential cost
of an unemployment compensation plan which included all state
employees. 1 At that time, only employees of the Kentucky Divi-
sion of Employment Security (DES) were covered. The DES
employed 3,000 people, roughly 12% of the 25,000 proposed to be
covered. The 1970 benefit expense for the DES employees was
$21,185, only .00112% of the wages paid. The estimate by the
Department to cover most state employees was $176,500 or 8-1/3
times the benefits paid to DES personnel. This estimate repre-
i sents .00075 % of the totalKentucky state payroll.

Relying on their own limited experience and data published in a
1967study by the State of Vermont, the Department reported that
benefit costs as a percent of total wages are less for public than
1 Kentucky Department of Economic Security, Interoffice Memo, Extend-
ing Unemployment Insurance Coverage to State Employees, May 1971,
-Spp.mimeo. l-v.r Ih’ti- :/-■ *>- -,.v;

.

‘ V.-..
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private employees. The Department’s analysis, which appeared
as Table IV in its report, is printed below.1

COMPARISON OF BENEFIT COST RATES,
SELECTED STATES

CALENDAR YEAR, 1967

State Government
Cost Rate as a

Private State % of Rate for
State Industry Government Private Industry

Connecticut 0.78 0.11 14.1
Hawaii 0.49 0.31 63.3
Idaho 1.13 0.40 35.4
Michigan 0.68 0.16 23.5
Minnesota 0.45 0.24 53.3
New Hampshire 0.27 0.01 3.7

New York 0.89 0.17 19.1
Oregon 0.99 0.26 26.3
Rhode Island 0.90 0.50 55.6
Wisconsin 0.61 0.32 52.5
Vermont 0.79

*Kentucky (DES) 0.66 0.12 18.1

Kentucky appears here only for the purpose of comparison. Kentucky
U.I. law provides only for the elective coverage of State employees;
DES being the only agency electing coverage.

1Two variations are to be noted relative to both the selection and the use
of statistical data in this tabulation and in Tables 1 and 2 of this Council
report. The percentage figures shown above are based on 100% being
100.00 whereas the previous tables base 100% on 1.00%. Secondly, the
Kentucky table used only the total payroll of those eligible for benefits

(DES employees) in contrast to the use of total payroll figures elsewhere.

BENEFIT COSTS AS A
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL WAGES

TABLE IV.
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A comparison of the four states which are contained in both
tables indicates an increase in the percent of payroll necessary to
pay benefits to public employees as compared to private enterprise.
The greatest increase occurred in Hawaii (37.3%). Oregon in-
creased 34.9%, Rhode Island 30.9% and Wisconsin 16.6%. This
projected increase may be due to an increased number of public
employees at the state and local level, expanded UI programs and

$ a greater number of federally funded temporary programs con-
ducted by state and local governmental units.

Limited Coverage Hospital and Educational Personnel. Based
on similar figures, the new Massachusetts statute, which covers
only state hospital employees and employees of institutions of
higher learning could cost as little as $761,000 or as much as
$1,487,000. This is based on a payroll of $235,000,000 annually.
The lower figure was obtained by applying 51.2% of the private
employment rate (Oregon experience); the higher figure by ap-
plying the actual percent of payroll paid to provide benefits for
those in the private sector.

Illinois. At the urging of Governor Richard B. Ogilvie, P.A.
77-1443 was enacted into law on September 2, 1971. This act
brought most state employees under the blanket of UI and em-
powered the political subdivisions of the state to elect coverage
for their employees. The text of the pertinent section is as
follows:

Sec. 220. (S.H.A. ch. J,B, s. 330)
A. The term “employment” shall not include service performed

prior to 1972 in the employ of this State, or of any political subdi-
vision thereof, or of any wholly owned instrumentality of this State
or its political subdivisions.

B. The term “employment” shall not include service, performed
after 1971 in the employ of this State or any of its instrumentali-
ties;

1. In an elective position;
2. Of a professional or consulting nature, compensated on a

per diem or retainer basis;
3. For a State prison or other State correctional institution, by an

inmate of the prison or correctional institution;
4. As part of an unemployment work-relief or work-training

program assisted or financed in whole or in part by any Federal
agency or an agency of this State, by an individual receiving such
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work-relief or work-training;
5. In a facility conducted for the purpose of carrying out a pro-

gram of rehabilitation for individuals whose earning capacity is
impaired by age or physical or mental deficiency or injury or pro-
viding remunerative work for individuals who because of their
impaired physical or mental capacity cannot be readily absorbed
in the competitive labor market, by an individual receiving such
rehabilitation or remunerative work;

6. Directly for the Illinois State Fair during its active duration
(including the week immediately preceding and the week immedi-
ately following the Fair);

7. Directly and solely in connection with an emergency, in fire-
fighting, snow removal, flood control, control of the effects of
wind or flood, and the like, by an individual hired solely for the
period of such emergency;

8. In the Illinois National Guard, directly and solely in connec-
tion with its summer training camps or during emergencies, by
an individual called to duty solely for such purposes.

C. Except as provided in Section 302, the term “employment”
shall not include service performed in the employ of a political
subdivision or a municipal corporation, or an instrumentality of
one or more of the foregoing or of this State and one or more of
the foregoing.

The Director of the Bureau of the Budget estimated the an-
nual cost under present conditions to be $1,700,000 or .00177% of
the state’s payroll.

In 1969, Illinois paid out almost $B7 million in benefits to private
employees, .00285% of total payroll. Hence the projected per-
centage by the Bureau of the Budget indicates that coverage of
public employees would approximate only 2/3 of the percent of
payroll necessary to pay benefits in the private sector.

Like Illinois, effective January 1, 1972, most Texas state em-
ployees will be covered under unemployment insurance. Although
details of coverage are yet to be established by the Texas Em-
ployment Commission, it is estimated that 133,000 employees will
be covered at an initial annual cost of $1,400,000. This represents
roughly .00164% of the state payroll.

The principal significant factor that emerges both from the
states that presently afford coverage on a general or limited basis
and from estimates made by those states that contemplate cov-
erage of public employees is that the cost should be somewhat
less than y2 of 1 % of the totalpayroll.
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Federal Employees. Generally speaking, federal employees have
the same employment stability as do state and municipal em-
ployees. However, in their case a hazard to continued employment
exists, inasmuch as the national government for reasons of economy
and operational efficiency frequently shut down entire facilities.
State and local governments rarely close an entire facility.

. In 1969 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts paid $2,204,968 in
*

unemployment benefits to former federal employees, amounting
to .00367% of the federal payroll in this state of $601,000,000
(excluding the military). This percentage represents about one-
half the benefit ratio applicable to private industry.

This result is comparable to other states as indicated in the
following tabulation. The states cited are those for which figures
were available. States which lump both civilian and military per-
sonnel figures together are excluded. The percentages were de-
rived from (1) gross wage and salary disbursements as reported
by the U.S. Census Bureau and (2) benefit payments as reported
in the various states’ annual reports. The percentages were com-
puted by the Legislative Research Bureau.I

TABLE 3.

Percent of Federal Payroll Paid Civilian Employees in UI Benefits
Selected States, 1969

% Federal Other Than Weekly
State To Other Federal Federal Avg. Benefit

Arizona 89.0% .00277% .00311% $43.53
Idaho .00531 41.75
lowa 13.7 .00066 .00481 48.97

( Louisiana 30.1 .00213 .00708 41.50
MASSACHUSETTS ... 54.7 .00367 .00671 47.12
Michigan 34.6 .00167 .00482 50.38

k Minnesota 47.8 .00143 .00299 43.23
New Hampshire 15.6 .00028 .00180 41.28
North Carolinal 47.0 .00157 .00334 35.03
Oklahoma 51.1 .00158 .00309 31.77
Rhode Island 38.4 .00340 .00886 42.95
Texas 100.7 .00134 .00133 38.74
Wyoming 75.6 .00248 .00328 42.60

1 1968-1969 Biennium.
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Nationally, the percent of payroll paid out in unemployment
benefits to all recipients except governmental employees amounted
to .00466% in 1969. In contrast, the percent of payroll of federal
civilian employees paid in benefits in the states cited was .00196%.

Of the 12 comparisons made between the percent of payroll
necessary to meet benefit payments for federal civilian employees
in contrast to private employees, 2 were in the 0-20% group, 3 in
the 21-40% group, 4 in the 41-60% group, 1 in the 61-80% group
and 2 in the 81% or higher grouping. The median was 44.8%.

Therefore, by using 1970 salary figures ($1,836,000,000) and by
using the federal employees percent of payroll in Massachusetts
(.00347%), a UI program for public employees could have cost
Massachusetts $6,370,000. The cost based on the national average
for all employees (.00466%) would have been $8,555,760. An esti-
mate based on the median percent of payroll (44.8% of .00633)
indicates a cost of $5,214,000.

Hence, the range by using all available statistics falls between
5.2 million and 8.6 million dollars. This includes both state and
local employees.

Civil Service. The Division of Civil Service annually makes a
comprehensive report relative to employees in the classified em-
ployment of the Commonwealth. Temporary employees and those
appointed by administrative officers and legislative bodies are not
included. Hence, as indicated by Table 4, less than half of all
public service employees in the state have civil service status.

In addition, the table broadly outlines the number of public em-
ployees that could be involved in a comprehensive UI program for
public employees.

In 1970, there were 6,155 terminations of employment within
positions covered by civil service for the various reasons shown in
Table 5. Lack of statistical data makes it impossible to ascertain
the numbers and reasons for separation from service of those not
contained in theDivision of Civil Service reports.
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Permanent Average
Part Time Civil Service Salary 1Total Full Time

66,998 58,423
98,327 85,548
78,151 58,413

8,575 49,124 $ 8,772State
Cities

Towns
12,779 54,147 8,724
19,738 15,816 8,052

I 561 6,8765,417 4,856
12,585 11,080

Counties
Districts 1,505 10,248

42,158 119,087261,478 218,320Total

1 Computed from average monthly salary, October, 1970.
Source: Annual Report of the Director of Civil Service, 1970 and U.S.

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Public Employ-
ment in 1970, G.E. 70, No. 1.

I Cause State Cities & Towns Total
Resignations 565 1,881 2,446
Death 96 445 541
Retirement 323 1,384 1,707
Position Abolished 1 13 14
Discharged, Probationary
Period Expired 10 48 58

Military Service 1 43 44
Sickness 101 330 431
Lack of Work or Funds 8 8
Discharged for Cause 53 205 258
Leave of Absence 215 433 648

• Total 1,365 4,790 6,155

Source: Annual Report of the Director of Civil Service, 1970.
*

Under the UI law, only those persons who left unemployment
because of (a) position abolished (14), (b) discharged, probation-
ary period ended (58), (c) lack of work or funds (8) and, in some
instances, (d) discharged for cause (258) would be eligible for
UI benefits, a total of only 338. Assuming that all would be eli-

Public Employment in Massachusetts, 1910

TABLE 4.

TABLE 5,

Separations From Service
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gible for the maximum benefit ($62 per week) and had earned at
least $5,167 in their base year, the cost to the Commonwealth
would have been $628,680, excluding any dependency allowances.
If each claimant had two dependents the additional cost would be
$111,680.

Early Cost Studies
Krislow Study. 1 Prior to the 19605, very few public employees

(less than 5%) at the state and local level had UI coverage. Op-
position was expressed by legislators and administrators, principal-
ly on the grounds of anticipated high costs. This study in 1960
examined the experience of ten jurisdictions which covered 222,000
employees, almost 86% of the total eligible for benefits at that
time.

In 1957, a year with relatively normal unemployment, the exper-
ience in five states showed the cost to be just under 2/10 of 1%
of payroll. Relatively high industrial unemployment in 1958 was
reflected somewhat in the average benefits paid by some eight
states. Benefits increased to 3/10% of 1% of payroll.

This study used percent of total payroll as a basis for making
comparisons between private and public UI programs. The results
showed that in Connecticut, New York and the District of Colum-
bia the cost was less than 1/4 of private industry; less than 1/5
in Michigan and less than 1/10 in Rhode Island.

Among his findings, Krislow concluded that (1) in times of a
stable economy UI costs for public employees would approximate
2/10 of 1% of payroll and (2) in times of economic distress the
cost should not exceed 5/10 of 1% of payroll. Based on this find-
ing, the present cost for full coverage in Massachusetts would
range from 4 to 10 million dollars. Increased benefits in the past
12 years would probably bring this to the range previously cited
which showed a maximum cost of 13 million dollars.

Massachusetts Studies. A special commission headed by Senator
Sumner G. Whittier in 1949 recommended coverage of all state
and municipal employees under UI (House, No. 2360). Coverage
for state employees would be mandatory; in the case of local em-
1 Joseph Krislow, Cost of Unemployment Compensatioyi for State & Local
Employees, Public Personnel Review, January 1960, p. 36.
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ployees approval on a local referendum vote would be necessary.
The commission prepared no estimates of projected costs.

The Division of Employment Security in a rather comprehen-
sive report examined the problem of covering state and local gov-
ernmental employees in 1962 (House, No. 3150). The DES, how-
ever, made no recommendations as to coverage, feeling rather
that more experience on this score was necessary.

The examination of other states’ experience in this field led the
DES to estimate that the percentage of payroll necessary to fin-
ance the program would be considerably less than private industry.
The median rate that they found and applied was 6/10 of 1% of
payroll. Under present conditions, this would represent a cost to
the state and local governments of about $12,960,000. They point
out, however, that costs at the local level should be less because of
exclusions from coverage. Hence, if the median rate of .0044%
were applied to local payrolls, the estimated cost would be $4.2
million for the state and $6.2 million for local jurisdictions, a total
of $10.4 million.

All comparisons and estimates both in Massachusetts and other
states have arrived at one similar conclusion it costs less as a
percent of payroll to cover public employes under UI than it does
private employees. And, in most cases the difference in cost is

TABLE 6.

Summarization of Cost Estimates
Basis Low High

Public Employees Coverage
Other States $ 5,948,000 $11,621,000

Federal Employee Coverage 5,214,000 8,555,760
Krislow Study 1960 4,000,000 10,000,000
Krislow Study Adjusted

Upward 30% i 5,200,000 13,000,000
1962 DES Study 2 10,400,000 12,900,000

1Average weekly benefit increased 27% in Massachusetts between 1960
and 1970.
Average weekly benefit in 1960 was $37.05, in 1970, $47.12.2Study percentage applied to 1970 salaries.

Source: Preceding Text Chapter 111.
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significant. Moreover, the range in cost for Massachusetts under
all comparisons and evaluations has been remarkably similar. Rea-
sons cited are (a) greater work stability in the public sector, (b)
work is seldom lacking and (c) full employment is not dependent
on a profit factor.

The present Employment Security statutes provide for coverage
of the employees of any instrumentality of the Commonwealth
provided authorization has been approved. The pertinent section
follows:

(o) Any instrumentality of the commonwealth having been au-
thorized to insure any of its workers shall become liable for pay-
ments in lieu of contributions under this section by filing with
the director notice of authorization and request for coverage. Such
notice shall clearly specify the classes of employees to be included
in such coverage.

Effective the first day of the week immediately following such
notice, services performed for such an instrumentality shall, for
the purpose of insuring its present and former employees, be
deemed to have been employment subject to this chapter, and
wages paid for such services shall be used in the computation of
benefits.

Such instrumentality shall be liable for payments in lieu of
contributions required of employers liable for contribution under
this chapter, and shall pay into the fund an amount equivalent
to the amount of benefits and dependency allowances paid to
claimants who during the applicable base period were paid wages
by such instrumentality which were used to compute such bene-
fits. The amount of payments required under this subsection shall
be ascertained as soon as practicable at the end of each month
or quarter, and request for payment shall be made to the in-
strumentality.

If an instrumentality shall fail to make any of the payments
required by this subsection within thirty days after the submis-
sion of a statement setting forth the amount of such payment
by the director, no further benefit payments shall be made by
the director until the overdue payments in lieu of contributions
have been made to the division by the instrumentality (G.L. c.
151A, s. 14(o)).

In 1954, employees of the Metropolitan Transit Authority re-
ceived UI coverage by statute (Acts of 1954, c. 509). The statute
which dissolved the MTA and established the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority extended this authorization to the new
agency’s employees (G.L. c. 161A).

Coverage of Authorities
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The following table illustrates the benefits that have been paid
during the years indicated.

TABLE 7.

Transit Authority Unemployment Insurance Program

Year/Period Wages UI Benefits % of Wages

f1962 $35,894,150 $69,800 .00195%
1963 36,294,562 28,786 .00079

8/4/64 to 7/31/65 38,613,408 13,111 .00034
8/1/65 to 8/31/66 43,933,125 12,256 .00028
9/1/66 to 9/30/67 47,212,795 15,828 .00034
10/1/67 to 10/31/68 54,999,555 21,786 .00039
11/1/68 to 11/30/69 64,711,485 11,285 .00016
12/1/69 to 12/31/70 73,756,607 21,092 .00029
Source: Annual Reports of Metropolitan Transit Authority, Massachusetts

Bay Transportation Authority and Legislative Research Bureau
calculations.

Since the inception of the MBTA, benefits have remained rela-
tively stable and extremely low in comparison with payments to
private employees. According to officials at the Division of Em-
ployment Security, the MBTA is the only instrumentality of the
Commonwealth that provides coverage.

As indicated in Chapter 111, all states now provide cash bene-
fits under an unemployment insurance program for a majority of

And, the historical development of these programs in the
several states was treated earlier in this report. However, no state
law is exactly the same as another’s, the principal differences be-
ing found in coverage, payments and duration provisions.

All states, in order to obtain administrative grants and in order
for employers to qualify for the tax offset credits, must meet basic
federal standards. No prohibition has been imposed, however, by

General Provisions

CHAPTER TV.

STATES UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE STATUTES
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the federal government to prevent a state from enacting a statute
more liberal than the basic federally established criteria. Thus,
many states now require coverage of firms with one or more em-
ployees despite the federal proviso of mandatory coverage of
establishments employing four or more. State and municipal
workers, other than employees of state hospitals and institutions
of higher learning, are covered in some states although the fed-
eral government has never mandated their coverage. And benefits,
dependency allowances and duration of benefits have been left to
the discretion of the states.

All segments of private employment are not covered under UI
programs. In addition to the statutorily excluded classes of em-
ployment, such as domestics and certain agricultural workers, cer-
tain members in covered classes are also excluded.

As of January, 1971, some 24 states extended coverage only to
those workers in business that employ four or more persons.
Three states required that an establishment employ at least three
persons in order to qualify for coverage. The remaining 23 juris-
dictions extended coverage to firms employing one or more. (The
new federal law will cover most private firms with one or more
employees.)

A minimum employment period is required in a majority of
states. Thirty states stipulate at least 20 weeks, two 13 weeks and
one ten days. The laws of 17 jurisdictions are silent on this point.
In addition, some states require a minimum amount of earnings,
such as New Jersey ($l,OOO in a calendar year), Massachusetts
($9OO in a calendar year), Idaho ($3OO in any quarter) and Cali-
fornia (over $lOO in any quarter). Alternative provisions are in
force in several states, such as Michigan (20 weeks or $l,OOO in
preceding calendar year) and Wisconsin ($6,000 in any year or
$lO,OOO in any quarter).

State laws show a wide diversity in regard to employment tax
provisions. As of January, 1971, 27 states had a taxable wage base
of $3,000, 15 a base of $3,600, two a base of $3,800, two a base of
$4,200, and one each with bases of $4,000, $4,800, $6,000 and
$7,200, respectively. The minimum possible rate varied from 0% in

Coverage in General
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16 jurisdictions to a high of 1.5% in Alaska. The maximum rates
ranged from a low of 2.7% in 11 states to a high of 6.6% in Mich-
igan. (Forty-two hundred dollars as the wage base is established
by P.L. 91-373.)

Benefit amounts also vary, ranging from a minimum weekly
benefit in Missouri of $3 to a high of $123 in Connecticut. Sub-
stantial differences exist in respect to the benefits period, especi-

sally in those states with extended coverage provisions in times
of high unemployment.

The statutes of all states are very similar with respect to eligibil-
ity. Because the federal acts contain no criteria with respect to
eligibility and disqualification provisions, save the labor standard
provisions, the states have established eligibility standards which
fall into two major categories. They are (a) the ability to work
and (b) availability for work. Provisions of this type are primar-
ily designed to limit payments to workers unemployed strictly as
a result of economic causes. In accordance with federal law, all
states provide appeals machinery for those initially determined to
be ineligible to collect unemployment benefits.

All state laws prescribe the filing of a claim for and registration
as evidence of the applicant’s ability to work. The words “physic-
ally able” or “mentally and physically able” in some state laws have
had no significant influence on benefit decisions in those states.
Nevertheless, some ten states have provided that in the event ill-
ness or disability occurs after a claim is filed, benefits will still be
paid so long as no suitable work is found for the claimant. Massa-
chusetts restricts this benefit period to three weeks while the other

a nine will pay until benefits have expired (Alas., Ha., Ida., Ky., Md.,
Mont., Nev., Tenn. and Vt.). Nevada, however, restricts benefits
on this score only to those claimants who reside in the state.

“Availability for work” provisions are more varied among state
statutes than the “ability to work” provisos. Major differences are
found in regard to the suitability of the work offered, locality of

Availability for Work

Eligibility Provisions

Ability to Work
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the job and what is considered to be reasonable efforts to find
work.

With respect to suitability of work, eight states prescribe that
it should be in line with an individual’s usual occupation or a posi-
tion for which the individual is reasonably fitted because of prior
training or experience (Ala., Me., Mass., Mich., N.Y., S.C., Wash,
and W. Va.). Nine state statutes use the word “suitable” work
(Alas., Ark., Colo., Ida., Ky., N.H., N.D., Ohio and Pa.). The defi-
nition of what is suitable is generally found in the rules and regu-
lations of the state agency charged with the administration of the
program.

Among the statutory provisions with respect to suitable work
which may be cited is the Delaware requirement which limits
suitability for an involuntarily retired worker to work ‘suitable to
his age or physical condition’. Connecticut and Massachusetts
specify that employment between the hours of 1 A.M. and 6 A.M.
and 11 P.M. to 6 A.M., respectively, is not suitable for women. New
Hampshire, although exempting women from third shift work, re-
quires that a male accept any shift if there is a market for the
services he offers.

Other criteria for determining the suitability of the work of-
fered are the degree of risk to a person’s health, safety or morals;
the claimant’s physical fitness, prior training, experience and earn-
ings; prospects for obtaining local work in the person’s customary
occupation and the distance of the available work from the claim-
ant’s residence. Examples of the foregoing are found in Alabama
and West Virginia which hold that work is suitable if it is in sub-
stantially the same locality as the claimant’s last regular employ-
ment. Indiana, however, recognizes distance involved provided the
claimant has made a bona fide change in residence. Delaware, New
York and Ohio do not recognize work offered as suitable if it is
an unreasonable distance from the claimant’s residence or if the
expense of travel to and from work is substantially greater than
that incurred in his or her former employment. Illinois, however,
considers a person “unavailable for suitable work” if, after separa-
tion from his most recent job, the applicant moves to and remains
in a locality where opportunities for employment are substanti-
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ally less favorable than those in the former locality

Availability During Training
Some 27 states and the District of Columbia laws contain special

provisions for payment of benefits while students are going through
pei’iods of approved training (Alas., Ark., Calif., Del., Ga., Ha., Ida.,
111., Me., Md., Mass., Mich., Mo., Neb., N.H., N.J., N.Y., N.C., N.D.,

| Ohio, Ore., Pa., R. 1., Tenn., Utah, Vt. and W. Va.). Under these
provisions, a claimant is considered as available for work while
attending a training or retraining course, approved or recommended
by the employment security agency. This facet of the program is
aimed primarily at those who have been unemployed for a con-
siderable length of time because their skills are no longer in de-
mand due to technological changes. All other requirements for
eligibility must be met. In addition, under the laws of the states of
Michigan and Missouri and the District of Columbia, the employ-
ment security agency may require an individual to accept training
in order to be eligible for benefits.

Six states do not disqualify an otherwise eligible claimant for re-
fusing suitable employment if acceptance would require that he or
she terminate the retraining course. On the other hand, the Ohio
law requires an individual to accept suitable work so long as it does
not interfere with the training course. In Georgia, a claimant who
voluntarily terminates training becomes ineligible for benefits,
while North Carolina disqualifies a claimant who discontinues his
training course without good cause or who is separated from the
training course because of misconduct.

Each state law contains provisions that prescribe certain factors
* which may disqualify an otherwise eligible claimant from collect-

ing benefits. The major ones relate to (a) voluntary separation
from work, (b) discharge for misconduct, (c) refusal of suitable
work, or (d) unemployment due to a labor dispute.

Generally, the disqualification is for a specified period of time.
The theory behind disqualification for a period of time is that con-
tinued unemployment beyond the denied period is generally due

Disqualification Factors
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more to economic conditions rather than the disqualifying act.
And the penalties imposed by the States vary.

The essence of the unemployment insurance program is to com-
pensate for wages lost due to lack of work. Hence, all states have
adopted provisions which disqualify a person who voluntarily
quits his job. However, every state has adopted some exceptions
if an individual has quit because of good cause.

Because the term ‘good cause’ appears only in a general sense
in most states’ statutes, various interpretations, both liberal and re-
strictive, have been made. In order to limit a too liberal or too re-
strictive interpretation of what constitutes a voluntary quit with
good cause, several states have specified when benefits shall be
paid under certain circumstances. New York, for example, pro-
vides that a voluntary quit is not a disqualifying factor if circum-
stances developed in the course of employment that would have
justified the claimant in refusing such employment in the first
place. Compelling personal reasons under specified conditions un-
der Arkansas law and in Colorado, lowa and Wisconsin, extenu-
ating reasons such as illness of a spouse, child or other members
of the immediate family are excluded as disqualifying factors.

Several states have clarified terminations due to retirement.
Termination of employment under a compulsory retirement pro-
vision of a collective bargaining agreement will not foreclose ben-
efits under the laws of California and Indiana. Massachusetts does
not disqualify a claimant who was required to retire under a pen-
sion plan even though the claimant assented to its establishment.

Leaving work to join the armed forces or to take a better posi-
tion usually do not subsequently disqualify an individual otherwise
eligible from collecting benefits should he become unemployed.
However, minor requirements that prescribe a short term of em-
ployment in the new job are found in many state statutes.

The disqualification is usually for a fixed period of weeks (13
states) or a variable number of weeks (17 states) if the claimant
is found to have quit without good cause. Some 27 states, how-
ever, cancel all benefits, under certain circumstances, when good
cause for leaving is not established.

Voluntary Quit
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Discharge for Misconduct
All states provide for loss of benefits in whole or in part if an

individual is discharged for misconduct. The length of the disquali-
fication is generally based on the seriousness of the offense. Most
states provide for a heavier disqualification if the discharge was
for a dishonest or criminal act. Twenty-two states have distin-
guished “discharge for misconduct” and “discharge for gross mis-

in their statutes (Ala., Ark., 111., Ind., Kan., Ky., La. Md.,
Mich., Minn., Mo., Mont, Neb., N.H., N.Y., N.C., Ohio, Ore., S.C.,
Tenn., Utah and W. Va.). “Gross misconduct” generally involves
criminal or dishonest activity. Disqualification runs for one year
under these circumstances in three states (Mont., N.Y. and Utah),
for the duration of the individual’s unemployment in five states
(Ark., Kan., Md., Minn., and W. Va.) and in the remaining states
wage credits are cancelled in whole or in part dependent upon
state law and at the discretion of the employment security agency.

In some states, the claimant’s action must constitute “willful
misconduct” (Conn., Me. and Pa.) or “deliberate misconduct in
willful disregard of the employing units interest” (Mass.). On the
other hand, in Georgia, the mere “failure to obey orders, rules or
instructions or the failure to discharge the duties for which he
was employed” is sufficient.

Disqualification from benefit payments because of misconduct
is generally based on the circumstances surrounding separation
from most recent employment. Twelve states, however, require
or allow an examination of the reasons for separation from em-
ployment other than the most recent (Colo., Ga., Ind., la., Ky.,
La., Mich., Neb., N.Y., Ohio, S.D. and Wyo.).

The period of disqualification ranges in those states with a
fixed disqualification period from a low of the week of occurrence

_*plus three in Wisconsin to a high of 12 months in Montana and
'New York. Other states have variable periods ranging from one

to 26 weeks in Texas to a smaller range of the week of occurrence
plus three to six weeks in Alabama.

Labor Disputes
Disqualification due to a labor dispute is unlike other disqual-

ifying factors. It does not involve a question as to whether the un-
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employment is incurred through fault on the part of the individ-
ual worker but rather it marks out an area that is excluded from
coverage. The disqualification imposed by all state laws is a post-
ponement of benefits and in no instance involves reduction or
cancellation of benefit rights. All state laws reflect an effort to
maintain a neutral position with respect to the dispute and avoid
potentially costly drains on the UI funds.

Different terms are used in the various state laws other than
the term “labor dispute” such as “trade dispute”, “strike”, “strike'
and lockout”, or “strike or other bona fide labor dispute”. In some
14 states, a lockout is excluded as a disqualifying factor (Ark.,
Calif., Colo., Conn., Ky., Md., Mich., Minn., Miss., N.H., Ohio, Pa.,
Utah and W. Va.). Four states exclude disputes that are caused
by an employer’s failure to conform to the provisions of a labor
contract (Alas., Ariz., N.H. and W. Va.). Failure on the part of
the employer to conform to any state or federal law with respect
to such matters as wages, hours, working conditions or collective
bargaining is not a disqualifying factor when a dispute occurs in
four states (Alas., Ariz., Mont, and Utah).

New York and Rhode Island are the only two states with a
definite period of disqualification. In the case of the former, the
period of disqualification is the waiting period plus seven weeks, as
to the latter it is the waiting period (one week) after a six week
disqualification period.

In 25 jurisdictions, the period of disqualification ends whenever
the work stoppage ceases. In 11 other states, disqualifications last
as long as the dispute is in active progress. So long as an individ-
ual worker’s unemployment is deemed to be due to a labor dispute,
he is ineligible to collect benefits in four states (Ariz., Conn., Ida.
and Ohio). Missouri law terminates the disqualification if the
claimant has bona fide employment for the major part of two
weeks while New Hampshire terminates disqualification two weeks
after the dispute ends, even though the stoppage of work continues.
Three states, in contrast, extend the disqualification period for a
reasonable amount of time to allow the employer to resume norm-
al operations (Ark., Colo, and N.C.). Both Michigan and Virginia
extend the period from shutdown to startup operations.

Some statutes make specific exceptions in the case of particular
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employees. For example, Connecticut provides that an apprentice,
if he becomes unemployed because of a dispute between his em-
ployer and journeymen, is eligible for benefits provided he is avail-
able for work. Under Minnesota law, an individual who is laid off
during negotiations prior to a strike is not penalized. Some 42
states do not disqualify an individual if employees of the same
grade or class are not participating in the dispute. Thirty states

;|isp the same yardstick with respect to financing a dispute and 41
states if the individual or any of the same grade or class are not
directly interested in the dispute.

Certain students, pregnant or married women under certain
conditions, individuals who fraudently misrepresent their condi-
tion of unemployment and persons with other income, such as
severance wages or workmen’s compensation payments, may be
disqualified from receiving benefits under most state laws. Again,
the various states show great diversity with respect to the fore-
going.

It is anticipated that by July 1, 1972 all states will have en
acted legislation which will place them in conformity with the new
federal law.

In addition to state action outlined in Chapter 111 of this report,
UI agencies in other states have studied the new federal criteria
and have made recommendations to their respective legislatures.

In its 1969 Annual Report, the New York State Advisory Coun-
cil on Employment and Unemployment Insurance unanimously
recommended that local government employees (cities, towns, vil-
lages, counties and local school districts) be brought under the

-protection of the unemployment insurance program on a com-
pulsory basis. The only local employees covered in this manner
are the custodial employees of boards of education in cities with a
population in excess of 500,000 (Buffalo and New York City).

Although New York law permits municipal corporations and
other local government subdivisions to elect coverage of their
classified employees, only a handful of communities have elected to

States Action Re 1970 Employment Security Law

Other Disqualifying Conditions
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do so. In fact, only 3% of all local governmental employees in the
state are covered by unemployment insurance.

The Council estimated that the cost to the state and its political
jurisdictions would be small. They based this finding on past ex-
perience with respect to coverage of state and federal employees
and the hitherto limited coverage of local government employees.
State employees have been covered since 1947.

On the other hand, the Wyoming Employment Security Com-
mission, based on a study made by the Advisory Council appointed
by it, recommended that Wyoming should go no further than meet
the criteria established by P.L. 91-373. Hence, insofar as public
employees are concerned, only those employed in state hospitals
and institutions of higher learning would be covered. It was fur-
ther recommended that the cost be met on a reimbursable basis.

In its Annual Report of February 1, 1971 the Oklahoma Em-
ployment Security Commission took a similar stand and made
two recommendations relative to public employees. The first called
for extension of coverage to employees of state hospitals and in-
stitutions of higher education with the express proviso that po-
litical subdivisions be empowered to do the same at their election.
Secondly, they urged that instructional and research personnel
employed by either non-profit or state institutions be denied bene-
fits during summer recesses or similar periods.

Arguments for and against UI coverage for public employees
are based on such factors as home rule, discrimination, collective
bargaining, the merit system of employment, the state retirement
system, social security benefits, and the cost to the state and its
political subdivisions if UI coverage is afforded governmental em-
ployees.

Most local officials oppose any program that imposes additional
expense on their communities without their consent. They point

CHAPTER V.

PROS AND CONS OF UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

Home Rule
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out that the common practice of employing seasonal and tempo-
rary help during peak summer months may be severely restricted.
They base this feeling on the fact that, in determining base year
wages, the wages paid by more than one employer are considered.
Upon termination of employment, the benefits payable to the un-
employed individuals are prorated, in accordance with regulations
established by the Director of the Division of Employment Secur-

on the several employers. This, they argue, could have a
tempering effect on their selection of temporary personnel, caus-
ing them to base selection on eligibility for UI benefits rather
than on merit and ability.

Finally, local authorities point out that there are many pro-
grams under federal and state auspices available for people who
are in need of financial assistance. These programs, such as wel-
fare aid and veteran’s benefits, are almost entirely funded at the
state and federal level and impose no additional burden on the
real estate taxpayers.

Proponents, on the other hand, insist that the public employer
should have the same responsibilities towards its employees as
those in the private sector. They aver that UI coverage is just as
essential and no different from other state requirements which
provide for uniform treatment of public employees at some levels
of government in Massachusetts. In support of this contention
they cite the contributory retirement system, civil service regula-
tions relative to annual leave, vacation leave, recruitment, promo-
tion, dismissal, and transfer of employees and minimum wage lev-
els for certain categories of municipal employees. Moreover, pro-
ponents insist that reliance on public welfare or other similar pro-
grams is degrading and should be resorted to only when all other
avenues of financial help have been exhausted.

Those who favor UI coverage for public employees agree with
the late President, Dwight D. Eisenhower, who urged that all
governmental jurisdictions treat their employees no worse than
their counterparts in the private sector. Prior to passage of P.L.
91-373 no public employees in the Commonwealth came under the
blanket of UI coverage. Proponents opined that this was another

3Discrimination
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area wherein public employees were relegated to second class cit-
izenship. They claim implementation by the Commonwealth of
the new federal standards has further compounded inequities and
made discrimination more pronounced against the majority of
public employees. In their opinion, the coverage of less than ten
percent of the public employees on a mandatory basis is just as
capricious and discriminatory as earlier law which allowed similar
discrimination because of sex, age, color or creed. It seems unreal-
istic to them that a state that has endeavored to break down all
discriminatory barriers with respect to employment would per-
mit this situation to long exist.

Opponents contend that although the federal government has
been loathe to interfere with state UI laws it has not hesitated to
impose certain criteria and standards for coverage when, after in-
vestigation, it was deemed to be in the public interest. Moreover,
they argue that the federal government has been the leader, rather
than the states, in eliminating discriminatory practices. Hence, if
Congress felt a Single law should apply to all levels of state and
local government, or that the exclusion of certain classes of pub-
lic employees from UI coverage would foster discrimination then,
certainly, Congress would have acted in a different manner.

Present state statutes guarantee public employees the right to
organize and select representatives to bargain collectively with
representatives of their employing unit with respect to ‘wages,
hours and other conditions of employment.’ (G.L. c. 149, s. 1781).
It would appear that under the provisions contained in section 4B
of Chapter 940 of the Acts of 1971 that UI coverage would be a
proper subject matter with respect to certain classes of municipal
employees. The classes involved are employees of hospitals and
institutions of higher education operated by the state’s political
subdivisions.

Proponents of all inclusive mandatory coverage insist that this
limitation to only certain classes will pose many difficulties. They
envision increased impasses and considerable employee unrest,
especially when duly authorized employee representatives are act-
ing as agents for both those who are eligible for elective coverage

Collective Bargaining
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and those who are not. This problem, they point out, does not
hamper negotiations in the private sector as unemployment in-
surance coverage is a matter of fact. Additionally, much chagrin
may be caused for local officials when employees, such as custodial
or cafeteria workers of primary or secondary schools, seek trans-
fers to either the municipal or state institutions of higher educa-
tion or a municipal or state operated medical facility that affords

coverage. State officials may also be confronted with a similar
problem if senior employees in public buildings, for example,
sought transfers to state institutions which extend coverage.

Those who oppose any further extensions of UI coverage brush
aside these arguments. Bargaining agents, they contend, are more
interested in the hourly wage rate, fringe benefits, such as medical
insurance and vacation leave and the number of hours in the work
week than they are in the unemployed. Furthermore, public em-
ployment has such stability and permanency that only a handful
of employees are laid off. Because of this, opponents stress it is
highly unlikely that any bargaining agent would jeopardize an
otherwise agreeable contract by insisting on a UI coverage pro-
gram.

Finally, opponents contend that, if UI coverage became a serious
factor, it would probably be resolved by the jurisdiction’s legisla-
tive body or administrative head rather than by any negotiated
collective bargaining agreement.

Provisions of present law combined with civil service rules and
regulations afford considerable protection to any classified em-
ployee. Arbitrary transfers are next to impossible if the employee
is not agreeable. Discharge, if contested by the employee, is a

j|lengthy and tedious procedure. Therefore, as indicated in the An-
nual Reports of the Division of Civil Service, the number of class-
ified personnel who are laid off or discharged is negligible in con-
trast to the totalnumber of employees.

Nevertheless, adherents of general UI coverage feel that the
number involved should not be the overriding factor but rather
the social and economic good that will ensue. In addition to the

Merit System of Employment
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arguments for and against coverage with respect to local employ-
ees and the home rule question, which also apply here, proponents
warn that the merit system is under fire by certain reform ele-
ments. Any lessening of employees’ rights may result in a greater
number of public employees being discharged, whether warranted
or not. In this same vein, proponents are of the opinion that the
merit system may actually be improved by extending UI coverage.
On this score, they speculate that an alleged undesirable
employee may more readily accept discharge if UI benefits are
available. Finally, the experience of other jurisdictions indicates
that the expense of coverage is nominal and the fact that, once
implemented, no other state jurisdiction has repealed public em-
ployee coverage provisions gives ample evidence that the public
good has been served.

In contrast to the above position, those who oppose a UI pro-
gram for public employees foresee not only additional expense but
possible abuses of the present merit system. The present trend of
placing more and more positions in the classified service may be
reversed. This contention is supported on the grounds that govern-
mental employers at all levels of government may consider it less
costly to hire temporary personnel in certain positions, who can be
more easily discharged than classified employees. The payment of
UI benefits would be less costly than paying full salaries during
off peak periods. But the greatest danger on this score could be a
return to the spoils system and the use of a UI program to en-
hance political power.

Opponents reject the concept that discharged employees be en-
titled to any state UI benefits because, in most instances, the em-
ployee has been discharged for cause. It seems incongruous to
them that the jurisdiction involved should be under any obliga-
tion to pay this same individual for not working. As to those who£
are hired on a temporary or provisional basis by the state, the em-
ployee knows in advance the conditions of his employment, and is
free to accept or reject them. Since most employment in this cate-
gory does not require any special skills, the efficiency and produc-
tivity of such employees will not be enhanced by offering UI cov-
erage at termination of employment.
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With but few exceptions public employees in Massachusetts
must retire upon reaching the maximum age limit for their group.
Until the enactment of Chapter 940 of 1971, one of the principal
complaints levelled against the UI program was the fact that a re-
tiree could collect UI benefits without penalty. The new law restricts
benefits, generally speaking, to the earned amount less 50% of the

retirement benefit. This limitation has made moot for all
practical considerations the arguments against so-called ‘double
payments.’

Mr. John J. Manning, Executive Secretary of the State Retire-
ment Board, has explained that the principal reasons that people
withdraw funds from the retirement system upon termination of
employment is because of marriage or acceptance of employment
outside the public sector. He added, however, that any person
who has withdrawn his contributions cannot be reinstated for a
period of two years, unless the retirement fund is reimbursed.

Proponents of UI coverage claim that if only one employee used
his or her retirement contributions for sustenance in time of un-
employment, it is one too many. In addition, they advise that any
change in the merit system protective laws may result in greater
reliance on these funds during time of unemployment. They also
allege that the public employee is in a far less advantageous posi-
tion on this score than his counterpart in the private sector.

Although contributions may not be withdrawn from social secur-
ity accounts, interruptions in employment do not jeopardize an
employee’s retirement allowance eligibility. In addition, the em-
ployee in the private sector has UI to sustain him. Upon reem-
ployment, no penalty such as reimbursement or payment of ac-

-vrued interest is required. The federal government recognized this
shortcoming in public employment in 1954 when it covered federal
civilian employees under UI. And most private pension plans are
similar to the social security provision.

Although opponents allow the above may be true, there are so
few who would fall into this category, no real social or economic
problem exists.

State Retirement System
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Public employees in Massachusetts do not participate in the so-
cial security system. In almost every legislative session proposals
are filed to amend the state retirement law and make public em-
ployees eligible for social security benefits. These proposals have
been consistently rejected because rather than being an allowance
in addition to retirement benefits, social security payments would
be used to lessen the state’s pension cost. Employees and theii**
union leaders oppose these proposals because the employee would
be forced to contribute to both social security and his regular
retirement program with no gain in benefits.

Because UI, when originally enacted, was incorporated in the
overall social security program, many are leery today that UI cov-
erage for public employees would be the ‘foot in the door’ so to
speak, for further implementation of social security, especially
with regard to retirement. Hence, they oppose any measure that
might disturb the ‘status quo.’

Proponents argue that UI is a separate and distinct program
having no bearing on other social programs. Moreover, simply be-
cause the Legislature may accept one program does not mean it
will accept others.

As demonstrated earlier in this report, the cost of a UI program
for public employees in Massachusetts is difficult to estimate. Nev-
ertheless, certain estimated ranges of cost have been made based
on the experience in the private sector in this state and other
states, the experience in coverage of federal civilian employees,
the experience of public employee coverage in other jurisdictions
and cost studies both within and without the Commonwealth.

Those who oppose further extensions of coverage advise that a
‘wait and see’ attitude be adopted until several years
has been obtained from the limited coverage which goes into effect
on January 1, 1972. In addition, they feel that a comprehensive
statistical report compiled over the next several years would be
the only way to provide the Legislature with firm estimates. The
report should include the reasons for termination of both classi-
fied and non-classified employees, base year earnings at time of

Social Security

Cost
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termination, and, if otherwise eligible, the amount of UI benefits
they could have received. Moreover, those agencies who dispense
public assistance should provide data that would indicate how
many and how much was paid out to terminated public employees.
Lastly, the report should include the number of employees who
used withdrawn retirement contributions in lieu of any other pro-
grams for living expenses during time of layoff. Any other ap-
-f'oach to estimating the cost to the Commonwealth, opponents
contend, would be questionable.

Proponents of immediate all-inclusive coverage insist that the
estimates are valid and may even be a little high. More important
to them, however, is the social and economic good and the addi-
tional feeling of security that will be afforded all public employ-
ees. Advocates also contend that many worthwhile programs pro-
vided by the state would never have come into being or would have
been nebulously delayed by using the opponents of UI coverage
approach. On this score they cite no-fault insurance, medicaid, and
various educational and health programs. Since UI has been ex-
tended to certain classes of public employees, supporters state it
is inevitable that all will be eventually covered and cost will be-
come an irrelevant factor.
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